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EVOLUTION OF SEDIMENTARY BASINS POWDER RIVER BASIN

Depositional History of Jurassic Rocks in the
Area of the Powder River Basin,
Northeastern Wyoming and Southeastern Montana

By Edward A. Johnson

Abstract

During the Jurassic, a complex active margin existed 
along the western edge of the North American plate. The 
topographically positive Western Cordillera bounded this 
margin on the east, forming the western side of the 
topographically lower Western Interior, and the central part of 
the North American craton was exposed east of the Western 
Interior.

Lower Jurassic rocks are not present in the area that is 
now the Powder River Basin; they were either eroded away or 
never deposited. During the Middle through early Late Juras 
sic, the middle Western Interior intermittently contained a 
large epeiric seaway composed of a deep retro-arc basin on 
the west and a shallow marine shelf on the east. In the area of 
the Powder River Basin, five marine events resulted in a 
complex sequence of craton-wedge deposits separated by 
surfaces of erosion. Southern and eastern source areas con 
tributed sediments to the seaway during the first through third 
events, but uplift of the Cordillera during the Late Jurassic 
provided a western source for the fourth and possibly fifth 
marine events and for the nonmarine deposition that followed.

The first marine event occurred during the early Middle 
Jurassic when marine water transgressed into the northern and 
central parts of the Powder River Basin. After depositing a 
sequence of red beds, evaporites, and shallow-water car 
bonate rocks, this sea retreated from the middle Western 
Interior and a period of erosion followed. The second marine 
event occurred during the middle and late Middle Jurassic. A 
shallow-marine sandy facies was deposited over a wide area 
when the marine transgression redistributed eolian sand that 
had accumulated on the erosion surface. The transgression- 
regression reversal is recorded in an overlying deeper water 
argillaceous facies, which itself is overlain by a regressive 
shoreface sandy facies. Overlying the shoreface deposits in the

Manuscript approved for publication September 9, 1991.

southern part of the Powder River Basin is a unit of red beds of 
shallow-marine or nonmarine(?) origin. The third marine event 
is recorded in a thin marine sandstone that was deposited 
following a rapid transgression just prior to a major retreat of 
marine water from the middle Western Interior and the 
development of a regional erosion surface. The fourth marine 
event occurred during the early Late Jurassic when marine 
water transgressed across the erosion surface depositing a thick 
sequence of argillaceous sediment. Following regression and a 
period of erosion a fifth and final transgression resulted in a 
thin marine sandstone.

Soon after the final retreat of the epeiric seaway, non- 
marine sediments prograded eastward from the recently 
uplifted tectonic lands to the west, and fluvial and lacustrine 
deposits accumulated over a wide area of the Western Interior. 
The passage from the Jurassic to Cretaceous is marked by a 
sequence of nonconnected erosional surfaces and a subtle 
change in both the composition and depositional style of 
fluvial units.

INTRODUCTION

The area of the Powder River Basin covers parts of 
northeastern Wyoming, western South Dakota, and south 
eastern Montana (fig. 1). As outlined by the.contact of 
Cretaceous and Tertiary strata, the basin covers approxi 
mately 22,000 mi2. The basin is bordered by basement- 
cored uplifts on three sides: the Bighorn Mountains on the 
west, the Laramie Range and the Hartville Uplift on the 
south, and the Black Hills on the east. To the north, the 
basin is separated from the eastern Montana part of the 
Williston Basin by a northwest-trending positive element on 
the Precambrian basement known as the Miles City Arch. 
Rocks of Jurassic age are exposed in all of the surrounding 
uplifts. The Powder River Basin lies on the eastern edge of 
the Laramide structural province. This basin and other
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similar basins in the Rocky Mountain foreland formed 
mostly during the early Tertiary.

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE JURASSIC PERIOD 
IN THE WESTERN INTERIOR

General Statement

During the earliest Jurassic, North America was part 
of a much larger supercontinent named Pangea (fig. 2). In 
the later part of the Period, Europe and Africa separated 
from Pangea creating the North American plate. By the 
Middle Jurassic, an incipient Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of 
Mexico had developed adjacent to the passive eastern and 
southeastern margins of the North American plate. At the 
same time, a complex active margin developed along the 
western edge of the plate (fig. 3) as the North American 
plate interacted with the adjacent Farallon plate. The tec 
tonic setting of the western part of North America was 
determined by the relative motion of these two plates. 
Today, the thickest section of Jurassic rocks in North 
America is along the Pacific coast where as much as 
25,000 ft of intercalated gray wacke, shale, radiolarian chert, 
and basalt flows accumulated along this active margin.

East of the western plate boundary, a 400-mile-wide 
area of positive relief the North American Cordillera  
separated the active margin from the North American

109

46° -

Earliest Jurassic

Middle Jurassic

Figure 1 . Location of Powder River Basin (shown by outline). 
Outcrops of Jurassic rocks shown by screened pattern.

Figure 2. Approximate positions of continents during the 
earliest Jurassic and Middle Jurassic. Modified from Smith and 
Briden (1977).

Western Interior. During the Early and Middle Jurassic, the 
Cordillera was probably a land mass of relatively low relief. 
The main part of the stable North American craton was 
exposed east of the Western Interior.

|2 Evolution of Sedimentary Basins Powder River Basin



Figure 3. Relation between Powder River Basin and Jurassic 
tectonic elements in western North America. FRU, Front Range 
Uplift; UU, Uncompaghre Uplift. Modified from Shurr and 
others (1989). Location of Jurassic paleolatitude of 40° N. is 
also shown.

More than 3,000 ft (Imlay, 1980) of eolian and minor 
fluvial sediment accumulated in the southern part of the 
Western Interior during the Early Jurassic (for example, 
Glen Canyon Group). In the east-middle part of the Western 
Interior similar sediments might have been deposited, but 
early Middle Jurassic erosion cut down into Triassic rocks 
and removed any evidence of possible Early Jurassic 
deposits. It is more likely that this area was a region of 
nondeposition and perhaps even a source of sediments 
(F. Peterson, U.S. Geological Survey, oral commun., 1990).

At the beginning of the Middle Jurassic, marine water 
from the west and north invaded parts of the middle 
Western Interior. The event initiated the irregularly shaped 
Jurassic Western Interior seaway (also known as the Juras 
sic embayment) that existed intermittently into the latter 
part of the period. A discontinuous landmass bordered this 
800-mile-wide epeiric seaway on the west and limited 
access to the open-marine environment of the ancestral 
Pacific Ocean. The asymmetrical seaway had a relatively 
deep retro-arc basin on its western side named the Idaho or 
Twin Creek Trough that occupied north-central Utah, 
western Wyoming, southeastern Idaho, and western Mon 
tana. The shallower eastern side of the seaway contained a 
marine shelf in eastern Wyoming and a wide, symmetrical, 
intracratonic basin in eastern Montana and western North 
Dakota (Williston Basin). The tectonic stability of the

eastern middle Western Interior is indicated by (1) lack of 
coarse clastic rocks, (2) great lateral persistence of strati- 
graphic units, (3) lack of volcanogenic sedimentary rocks, 
and (4) absence of significantly angular relations at uncon 
formities. No modern analog for the Jurassic Western 
Interior seaway exists. Middle to Upper Jurassic marine 
rocks deposited in the Idaho Trough consist mostly of 
carbonates and are as thick as 8,000 ft (J.A. Peterson, 1988). 
Marine rocks representing the same time span deposited to 
the east on the shelf are mostly siliciclastic craton-wedge 
deposits and are typically about 800 ft thick (Imlay, 1957). 
Marine carbonate rocks had accumulated intermittently on 
the western passive margin of Pangea since the beginning of 
the Phanerozoic. The carbonate rocks that accumulated on 
the western side of the Jurassic Western Interior seaway 
represent the final phase of carbonate deposition in the 
Rocky Mountain region. Siliciclastic deposition occurred 
mostly on the shelf on the eastern side of the seaway. As 
demonstrated by an increase in sand content to the south and 
east, the eastern side of the seaway received sediment from 
the Ancestral Rockies and from the craton.

During the Late Jurassic Nevada orogeny, extensive 
mountain building occurred along the Cordillera. Thus, for 
the first time in Phanerozoic history, a sizeable area on the 
western side of North America became a significant source 
of sediment for epeiric seas farther to the east in the Western 
Interior. The carbonate deposition that dominated the 
western side of the Jurassic Western Interior seaway gave 
way to siliciclastic deposition. Sand in these deposits 
increases to the west and probably was derived from the 
Cordillera.

During the Late Jurassic, marine water withdrew 
from the Western Interior, probably due to a combination of 
(1) increased progradation of siliciclastic sediments from 
the western source area, (2) reduced subsidence in the 
seaway, and (3) eustatic lowering of sea level. Following 
the withdrawal, nonmarine sediments prograded from west 
to east across the exposed sea floor depositing several 
hundred feet of continental rocks now represented in the 
uppermost part of the Jurassic section.

Paleolatitude and Climate

Climatic conditions during the Mesozoic were warm 
and dry; the global mean temperature was perhaps as much 
as 18°F higher than today (Kocurek and Dott, 1983). All 
through the Jurassic, the North American plate drifted 
northward with some clockwise rotation (Kocurek and Dott, 
1983). The middle Western Interior migrated approximately 
through lat 22° to 42° N. (lat. 25°-36° N. for the area of the 
Powder River Basin) (Fairish and Peterson, 1988). The 
northward drift probably moved the middle part of the 
Western Interior into progressively more humid climates as 
the period drew to a close.

Depositional History of Jurassic Rocks J3



Marine Invasions of the 
Middle Western Interior

During at least part of the Early Jurassic, marine 
water was present along the western margin of the United 
States and in the northern Western Interior of Canada. 
Evidently this water did not reach the Western Interior of 
the United States because no Lower Jurassic marine rocks 
are in this area. Instead, the Early Jurassic is represented 
by either nonmarine deposits or nondeposition (J-l 
unconformity).

At the beginning of the early Middle Jurassic, marine 
water from the west and north spread over much of the 
middle Western Interior. This event was the first of five 
marine inundations of the relatively shallow eastern side of 
the seaway. Each event consists of one transgressive- 
regressive cycle. In the area of the Powder River Basin, the 
last four events are commonly referred to collectively as the 
Sundance sea. Three of these events, probably representing 
eustasy, are easily recognized on the proposed Jurassic 
sea-level curve of Hallam (1988) and formed distinct phases 
of the Jurassic seaway in the area of the Powder River 
Basin; two of these events included shorter, possibly 
tectonically controlled regressive-transgressive episodes. 
The Jurassic Western Interior seaway was referred to by 
Peterson (1958) as the "great transgressor" because of 
complicated history of transgressions and regressions. 
Overall, the Jurassic Western Interior seaway was mainly 
transgressive, and its deposits form the lower part of the 
three-fold Zuni sequence (Sloss, 1963; Shurr and others, 
1989).

During the early Middle through early Late Jurassic, 
the eastern side of the middle Western Interior seaway 
contained a broad, shallow-marine shelf referred to as the 
Wyoming shelf. There were, however, areas of positive and 
negative relief on this side of the seaway. The major 
positive features were the emergent, generally east-trending 
Belt Island Uplift in central Montana and the mostly(?) 
submergent northeast-trending Sheridan Arch (Peterson, 
1957a) in northern Wyoming (fig. 4). These positive 
features influenced marine circulation and deposition in the 
seaway. Based on evidence obtained from isopach maps of 
various Jurassic units, Peterson (1957b) stated that less 
significant positive features, presumably submergent, 
existed during the Jurassic near the positions of the Black 
Hills and Bighorn Uplifts (Mirsky, 1962a) and other posi 
tive Laramide structures in central Wyoming. The major 
negative feature on the eastern side of the middle Western 
Interior seaway was the Williston Basin in eastern Montana, 
western North Dakota, and southern Saskatchewan, Canada, 
which received as much as 1,300 ft of sediments during the 
Jurassic (J.A. Peterson, U.S. Geological Survey, written 
commun., 1990). During this time, the area of the Powder 
River Basin was part of a relatively minor depression on the 
Wyoming shelf that formed a U-shaped embayment on the

107° 105° 103°

46°

44°

I 
WILLISTON

BASIN 
i
NORTH DAKOTA 

I SOUTH DAKOTA

Figure 4. Jurassic tectonic elements in vicinity of Powder 
River Basin.

southern edge of the Williston Basin. The embayment, 
referred to in this report as the Powder River embayment, 
was perhaps partly separated from the Williston Basin by 
submerged positive features that include the Sheridan Arch, 
a small positive feature known as the Gillette High (Peter- 
son, 1958), and possibly an incipient Black Hills Uplift 
(Peterson, 1958). Together, these features formed an 
effective shallow-marine barrier to water circulating south 
out of the Williston Basin. This barrier was particularly 
influential on deposition in the area of the Powder River 
Basin during the first and second major marine invasions of 
the area. During the forth major marine invasion, the sea 
was much deeper in this area, and the barrier effect was less. 
Isopach data presented by Peterson (1957b) support the 
existence, during the Jurassic, of an incipient Powder River 
Basin, as well as subtle Wind River and Bighorn Basins 
(Mirsky, 1962a).

The first marine invasion of the middle Western 
Interior occurred in the early Middle Jurassic when marine 
water from the north and west advanced south as far as 
northwestern Arizona and east across Wyoming into North 
Dakota (Imlay, 1980), almost to Minnesota (Imlay, 1952a). 
Very shallow water depths and hypersaline conditions 
existed on the eastern side of the middle Western Interior 
during the early history of the sea, but water depths 
increased and salinity decreased toward the end of the 
marine event. Later in the early Middle Jurassic, this sea, 
referred to in this report as the Gypsum Spring sea, 
withdrew from the middle Western Interior, and a regional 
unconformity (J-2) developed. The second marine invasion 
began during the latest early Middle Jurassic when marine
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water from the west again invaded the middle Western 
Interior. This marine body is referred to in this report as the 
early Sundance sea. Retreat of this sea from the eastern side 
of the middle Western Interior during late Middle Jurassic 
time resulted in a local, somewhat discontinuous uncon 
formity (J 3). A subsequent rapid transgression repre 
senting the third marine invasion occurred later in the late 
Middle Jurassic creating the Pine Butte sea. The regression 
of this sea occurred at the close of the Middle Jurassic, and 
a regional unconformity (J 4) developed throughout much 
of the area. The fourth marine invasion of the middle 
Western Interior began at the close of the Middle Jurassic 
when marine water from the west spread over a wide area. 
This sea is referred to in this report as the late Sundance sea. 
Later in the early Late Jurassic, the sea regressed from the 
eastern side of the middle Western Interior. This regression 
is now marked by a local and somewhat discontinuous 
unconformity (J-5). A final subsequent rapid transgression 
followed that represents the fifth and final marine invasion 
creating the Windy Hill sea. This sea began its retreat during 
the middle part of the early Late Jurassic, and, by the close 
of the early Late Jurassic, marine water had completely 
withdrawn from the middle Western Interior, ending the 
history of the Jurassic Western Interior seaway.

STRATIGRAPHIC FRAMEWORK

The lithostratigraphic nomenclature for the Jurassic 
System in the area of the Powder River Basin is outlined in 
figures 5 and 6. Darton (1899) originally described the 
Sundance Formation in the Black Hills and defined it as 
containing all of the marine strata between the red beds of 
the Upper Permian and Triassic Spearfish Formation and 
continental rocks of the Upper Jurassic. Darton did not 
assign a type section, but Imlay (1947) specified a reference 
section 1 mile north of Spearfish, South Dakota. The 
Sundance Formation is present throughout the Black Hills 
and eastern Wyoming. Equivalent strata in Montana are 
represented in the upper two formations (in ascending order 
Rierdon and Swift Formations) of the Ellis Group (Cobban, 
1945). In westernmost Wyoming, rocks the same age as the 
Sundance are represented by the upper part of the Twin 
Creek Limestone, the Preuss Sandstone, and the Stump 
Formation. Imlay (1947) defined five members (Canyon 
Springs Sandstone, Stockade Beaver Shale, Hulett Sand 
stone, Lak, and Redwater Shale Members) for the Sundance 
in the Black Hills. Darton (1899, 1909) and Darton and 
Paige (1925) had previously recognized these natural 
subdivisions but did not define them as formal members. 
The members were later identified in the northern Laramie 
Range by Schmitt (1953), and Pipiringos (1968) later 
described them in this area and added two additional 
members (Pine Butte and Windy Hill Sandstone Members). 
Pipiringos and O'Sullivan (1976) traced several members 
south into northern Colorado, almost to Denver. West of the
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Figure 5. Generalized stratigraphy of Jurassic rocks in 
vicinity of Powder River Basin. J-2, J-4, and J-5 represent 
unconformities discussed in text. J-3 (not shown) is a local, 
somewhat discontinuous unconformity, and K-1 is the 
unconformity between Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks.

Black Hills, the members are difficult to identify in the 
subsurface of the Powder River Basin, and, where the 
Sundance reappears at the surface along the eastern flank of 
the Bighorn Mountains, some of the members are missing or 
unrecognizable. Because of this, many geologists working 
in the subsurface or with surface exposures beyond the 
Black Hills and the Laramie Range follow the informal 
terminology of Neeley (1937) and subdivide the Sundance 
into the "lower Sundance" and "upper Sundance." Peterson 
(1954a) proposed raising the Sundance Formation in 
Wyoming to group status, using the upper two formations 
(Rierdon and Swift) of the Ellis Group to represent the 
lower and upper Sundance, respectively, and retaining as 
members the subdivisions of Imlay (1947). This change in 
the Wyoming terminology was never accepted; however, 
Imlay (1980) stated that the east-trending line separating
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Canyon Springs Sandstone Member 
J-2

Gypsum Spring Formation

Figure 6. Generalized north-south cross section of Jurassic rocks in vicinity of Powder River Basin. No scale implied.

Sundance-like rocks from Ellis-like rocks is 30 miles south 
of the Montana-Wyoming State line in the vicinity of 
Banner, Wyoming. For detailed discussions of the early 
history of Sundance nomenclature, consult Neeley (1937) 
and Pipiringos (1957).

The next Jurassic unit to be identified in the area of 
the Powder River Basin was the Morrison Formation. Upper 
Jurassic continental rocks in this area were originally 
referred to as the "Atlantosaurus beds" or the Beulah Clay 
(Jenney, 1899). At the turn of the century, Darton (1901a), 
recognizing the similarities between these rocks and rocks 
described by Eldridge (1896) along the Colorado Front 
Range, introduced the term Morrison Formation to the 
Black Hills. The Morrison is one of the most widespread 
units in the Western Interior and extends from central New 
Mexico to southern Canada. Darton (1899) gave the name 
Unkpapa Sandstone to a unit of rock in the Black Hills that 
locally lies between the Sundance and the Morrison. Since 
that time, a number of workers have demonstrated that the 
Unkpapa is, in fact, a facies of the Morrison. Following the 
suggestion of Szigeti and Fox (1981), I consider the 
Unkpapa a member of the Morrison.

The last major Jurassic unit to be named in the area of 
the Powder River Basin was the Gypsum Spring Formation. 
This unit was originally defined as a member of the Triassic 
Chug water Formation in central Wyoming (Love, 1939), 
but when it was found to contain a Middle Jurassic fauna it 
was raised to formation status (Love and others, 1945). 
Darton (1904) had described similar rocks in the Black Hills 
but included them in the top of the Spearfish Formation. 
Imlay (1947) later identified these rocks as Gypsum Spring 
and extended the name into the Black Hills.

The Jurassic stratigraphic framework contains a 
number of important unconformities (figs. 5, 6), many of 
which are of regional significance. Each of these erosional 
events represents either a major or a minor marine

regression; the major events can be recognized on the 
proposed Jurassic sea-level curve of Hallam (1988). The 
nomenclature used to identify these surfaces (J-1, J-2, J-3, 
J-4, J-5, and K-l) is that proposed by Pipiringos and 
O'Sullivan (1978).

DEPOSITIONS. PACKAGES AND 
EROSIONAL EVENTS

Base of the Jurassic

No Lower Jurassic rocks are in the area of the Powder 
River Basin; the closest such rocks, those of the Nugget 
Sandstone, are southwest of the basin in central Wyoming 
(Pipiringos and O'Sullivan, 1978). Although Lower Jurassic 
sediments may have been deposited and later removed by 
erosion, it is more likely that this area was a region of 
nondeposition and possibly a source of detritus for adjacent 
areas (F. Peterson, oral commun., 1990).

The oldest Jurassic rocks in the Powder River Basin 
are the earliest Middle Jurassic Gypsum Spring Formation, 
which lies on the Triassic Chugwater Group or, in the Black 
Hills, on the Upper Permian and Triassic Spearfish For 
mation. Where the Gypsum Spring is present, the contact 
separating the Jurassic and Triassic Systems is the J-1 
unconformity, which represents about two to three million 
years of erosion (Pipiringos and O'Sullivan, 1978). Some 
tectonism must have preceded this erosional event because 
progressing northward along the eastern flank of the 
Bighorn Mountains the Gypsum Spring overlies progres 
sively older strata in the Chugwater. Because the J-1 
unconformity underlies the Gypsum Spring, the uncon 
formity only occurs where this formation is present.
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In areas of the Powder River Basin where the 
Gypsum Spring was not deposited or was removed by the 
subsequent J-2 erosional event, the oldest Jurassic rocks are 
in the lower part of the Middle and Upper Jurassic Sundance 
Formation. In these areas the Jurassic and Triassic Systems 
are separated by the regionally extensive J 2 unconformity. 
The areal extent of the J-l unconformity is thus limited by 
that of the J-2 unconformity.

The Gypsum Spring Sea

The Gypsum Spring sea represents the first of five 
marine invasions that occurred in the area of the Powder 
River Basin during the early Middle through early Late 
Jurassic. In the early Bajocian (Imlay, 1980), marine water 
advanced east across part of the middle Western Interior. 
The Williston Basin was inundated, and in Wyoming all but 
the southeastern and northwestern parts of the State were 
flooded (fig. 7). Thus, marine water did not reach the 
southern part of the Powder River Basin. During this marine 
episode, the Nesson Formation was deposited in the Willis 
ton Basin and the Gypsum Spring Formation in the northern 
and central parts of the Powder River Basin. This relatively 
short-lived sea withdrew from the area by the early middle 
or middle middle Bajocian (Imlay, 1980).

Shallow-Marine Evaporite, Carbonate, and 
Muddy Rocks

Rocks in Wyoming and western South Dakota 
deposited in the Bajocian sea are included in the Gypsum 
Spring Formation. Love (1939) described the Gypsum 
Spring as a 250-ft-thick sequence of gypsum, red shale, and 
carbonate rocks exposed near a gypsum spring in the 
northwestern part of the Wind River Basin. He designated 
these rocks as a member of the Triassic Chugwater 
Formation. After Middle Jurassic fossils were identified 
from the unit, Love and others (1945) modified the original 
description and raised the Gypsum Spring to formation 
status. Darton (1899, 1901b) recognized a similar sequence 
in the Black Hills that he included in the Upper Permian and 
Triassic Spearfish Formation. Imlay (1947) compared these 
rocks with the Gypsum Spring of central Wyoming and 
extended the name into the Black Hills despite the lack of 
physical correlation.

The lithology of the Gypsum Spring marginal to the 
Powder River Basin varies considerably, and intertonguing 
of adjacent lithofacies is common. Where exposed along the 
eastern flank of the Bighorn Mountains south of the 
Wyoming-Montana State line, the formation can be divided 
into a lower gypsiferous facies and an upper carbonate- 
bearing facies. The gypsiferous facies includes dark-red to 
reddish-brown, calcareous siltstone, shale, and claystone.

Figure 7. Approximate maximum areal extent of Bajocian 
Gypsum Spring sea in Western Interior. Modified from Imlay 
(1980).

White gypsum commonly is present as isolated pods and 
beds within the sequence (in the subsurface the mineral is 
anhydrite). More typically, the gypsum has been leached 
out, leaving in its place a vuggy argillaceous rock or 
limestone breccia. The overlying carbonate-bearing facies is 
similar except that it lacks gypsum and contains a varying 
number of light- to dark-gray, argillaceous, fossiliferous, 
thin-bedded limestone beds that form ledges 1-4 ft thick 
(fig. 8). Mapel (1959) reported that locally in the Little 
Goose Creek area in Sheridan County, the upper carbonate- 
bearing facies is overlain by 60 ft of dark-red to pale-green, 
calcareous shale or claystone. A similar unit, but commonly 
including minor amounts of gypsum, is reported to exist at 
the top of the Gypsum Spring in nearby areas of central 
Wyoming. Imlay (1980) reported that this unit in the 
Bighorn Mountains might be a southward extension of the 
upper part of the Piper Formation of the Williston Basin and 
not part of the Gypsum Spring. South of Little Goose Creek 
in the Crazy Woman Creek area of Johnson County, the 
Gypsum Spring is reported to contain a middle unit 
consisting of 20-40 ft of reddish-brown calcareous clay- 
stone that separates the lower gypsiferous and upper 
carbonate-bearing facies (Hose, 1955).
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Figure 8. Limestone unit in Gypsum Spring Formation south 
west of Buffalo, Wyoming, east flank of Bighorn Mountains. 
Hammer shown for scale.

The Gypsum Spring crops out along the western and 
northern flanks of the Black Hills and contains three major 
facies. The lower facies consists of varying amounts of 
white, massive gypsum and thin, red siltstone, shale, and 
claystone interbeds. The middle facies consists of red, 
green, or gray, calcareous claystone and some isolated 
gypsum lenses. This facies may correspond to the claystone 
unit described by Hose (1955) in the middle of the Gypsum 
Spring on the eastern flank of the Bighorn Mountains. The 
upper facies is similar to the middle facies except that it 
lacks gypsum and contains light-gray limestone beds 1-4 ft 
thick. The limestone is locally gypsiferous, and beds near 
the base of the sequence contain pods and lenses of chert 
(Robinson and others, 1964). If a claystone unit was 
deposited above the upper facies corresponding to the unit 
described by Mapel (1959) at the top of the Gypsum Spring 
on the east flank of the Bighorn Mountains, it was removed 
by pre-Sundance erosion. Because of pre-Sundance tec- 
tonism and erosion, the most complete exposures of 
Gypsum Spring are in the northern part of the Black Hills, 
and the formation thins toward the south at the expense of 
younger parts of the unit until only the lower facies is left 
(Robinson and others, 1964). Hose (1955) reported a similar 
southward thinning of the Gypsum Spring in the Bighorn 
Mountains. Clastic rocks in the Gypsum Spring are 
generally nonresistant and form slopes that separate ledges 
of the more resistant gypsum and limestone. Detailed 
descriptions of Gypsum Spring rocks in central and eastern 
Wyoming are presented by Mapel and Bergendahl (1956), 
Peterson (1957b), and Wright (1973).

The Gypsum Spring lies unconformably (J-l) above 
the Chugwater Group on the eastern and southern margins 
of the Powder River Basin and above the Spearfish 
Formation in the Black Hills. In all areas marginal to the 
Powder River Basin, the Gypsum Spring lies unconform 
ably (J-2) below the Sundance Formation; an exception to

this might be in the northern Bighorn Mountains if the red 
claystone unit generally included at the top of the Gypsum 
Spring is actually the upper part of the Piper Formation, as 
postulated by Imlay (1980).

Reported thicknesses of the Gypsum Spring are 
95-180 ft on the eastern flank of the Bighorn Mountains and 
4.5-125 ft in the Black Hills. In general, the formation 
thins to the south on the eastern and western sides of the 
Powder River Basin. Variations in thickness are attributed 
to (1) local differences in original thickness, (2) regional 
depositional thinning to the southeast, (3) solution of 
gypsum, and (4) beveling of the top of the unit during the 
J-2 erosion interval. The thickness lost by solution of 
gypsum can reduce the original value by as much as 
one-third. The most accurate thickness values are obtained 
from subsurface measurements in areas where solution has 
not occurred. The formation does not exist south of an 
east-trending line connecting Mayoworth, Wyoming, in the 
Bighorn Mountains (Hose, 1955) and Clifton, Wyoming, in 
the Black Hills (Cuppels, 1963). The zero edge is the result 
of pre-Sundance erosion; the depositional zero edge pre 
sumably was somewhere southeast of this line.

The Gypsum Spring is present in the subsurface east 
of the Black Hills, but its extent in this direction is poorly 
known. The formation does not extend into the southern part 
of the Powder River Basin. To the west, the formation 
thickens with the addition of limestone, and the formation is 
included in the lower part of the Twin Creek Limestone in 
western Wyoming (Love, 1939). For many years the 
Gypsum Spring was thought to be at least partly equivalent 
to the Piper Formation of Montana (see Imlay, 1947, and 
Peterson, 1957b). The two formations are lithologically 
similar and both contain a Middle Jurassic fauna, but the 
physical correlation of these two units has never been 
demonstrated. In 1978, Pipiringos and O'Sullivan reported 
that the two formations lie on different sides of the J-2 
unconformity, proving that the Gypsum Spring is older than 
the Piper and that the two are separated by a major surface 
of erosion. The Gypsum Spring is probably the rock- 
stratigraphic equivalent of at least part of the Nesson 
Formation (Nordquist, 1955) of the Williston Basin. The 
Nesson exists only in the subsurface and is known to lie 
above the J 1 unconformity and below the J 2 uncon 
formity (Pipiringos and O'Sullivan, 1978; Imlay, 1980). 
The most likely direct equivalent (though possibly older) is 
the Poe Evaporite Member in the lower part of the Nesson 
(fig. 9). The southern extension of the Piper into the 
northern part of the Powder River Basin and the northern 
extension of the Gypsum Spring into the Williston Basin are 
poorly documented. It is interesting to note that J.D. Love 
(as reported in Robinson and others, 1964) has stated that 
the sequence of strata in the Black Hills correlated with the 
Gypsum Spring of central Wyoming might, in fact, not be 
Gypsum Spring at all but instead a southern extension of 
part of the Piper.
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Figure 9. Approximate maximum areal extent of Poe Evapo- 
rite Member of the Nesson Formation in vicinity of Powder 
River Basin. Modified from Anna (1986).

Only ostracodes and poorly preserved casts and 
molds of unidentifiable pelecypods are reported from the 
Gypsum Spring marginal to the Powder River Basin. Imlay 
(1980) assigned an early to middle Bajocian age to the 
Gypsum Spring based on stratigraphic relations and a better 
preserved and more diagnostic fauna from adjoining 
regions. Wright (1973) presented a complete description of 
the fauna from this formation.

The Gypsum Spring in eastern Wyoming was depos 
ited in a semirestricted marine environment on a shallow 
shelf that extended westward into central Wyoming and 
northward toward the Williston Basin. Irregularities on the 
pre-Gypsum Spring surface formed semi-isolated basins in 
the shelf area following the initial early Bajocian marine 
transgression (Peterson, 1957b; Greene, 1970). Gypsum in 
the lower part of the formation was deposited under arid 
conditions in restricted, hypersaline lagoons on the margins 
of some of these basins. This interpretation is supported by 
variations in gypsum thickness. The red argillaceous rocks 
in the lower part of the formation accumulated on the shelf 
near the semi-isolated basins in association with the 
gypsum. The source area for most of these clastic deposits, 
as for all clastic sediments in the formation, was the 
topographically low land areas to the east and south of the 
Bajocian sea. The overlying carbonate-bearing part of the 
Gypsum Spring was deposited following infilling of the 
semirestricted basins. An environment favoring deposition 
of carbonate was created by the periodic flushing of the 
shallow shelf by marine water of normal salinity, perhaps 
during minor rises in sea level such as during storm activity 
(Green, 1970; Wright, 1973), or by slight eustatic changes. 
Variations in thickness (or absence) of the carbonate- 
bearing part of the formation represent limited or no

flushing activity (Wright, 1973). Peterson (1957b) and 
Kocurek and Dott (1983) stated that maximum marine 
transgression during the Bajocian is probably represented 
by these carbonate deposits. The red argillaceous rocks 
containing minor amounts of gypsum that are reported in 
the uppermost part of the Gypsum Spring represent a return 
to semirestricted marine conditions but without the isolated 
basins of earlier times. These deposits may correspond to a 
general regression of the Bajocian sea. In the area of the 
Powder River Basin, the semirestricted marine conditions 
and the southern depositional limit of the formation might 
have resulted in part from the barrier effect of the northeast- 
trending submergent(?) Sheridan Arch (Peterson, 1958).

Early Middle Jurassic Erosion

After the Gypsum Spring sea retreated westward in 
the early middle Bajocian, a period of erosion began 
throughout the Western Interior that is now represented by 
the J-2 unconformity. This unconformity is recognized 
throughout the Rocky Mountain region from the Black Hills 
in western South Dakota to as far south as northeastern 
Arizona where it separates the Lower Jurassic Navajo 
Sandstone from the overlying Middle Jurassic Carmel or 
Page Formations. The marine regression that produced the 
J-2 can possibly be identified on the proposed Jurassic sea- 
level curve of Hallam (1988).

In the central and southern parts of the Powder River 
Basin, the J-2 unconformity separates the Sundance from 
the underlying Gypsum Spring or, where the Gypsum 
Spring is missing, from the underlying Chugwater Group or 
the Spearfish Formation. In the northern Bighorn Mountains 
in south-central Montana, the unconformity separates the 
Piper Formation from the underlying Chugwater Group. In 
the subsurface of the Williston Basin, the unconformity 
separates the Piper Formation from the underlying Nesson 
Formation. The J-2 unconformity is recognized throughout 
the southern and middle Western Interior by the presence of 
scattered chert pebbles at, or locally as much as 6 ft above, 
the erosion surface (Pipiringos and O'Sullivan, 1978). In the 
area of the Powder River Basin, these pebbles have been 
reported as far north in the Bighorn Mountains as the 
Sheridan, Wyoming, area (Mapel, 1959), and throughout 
the Black Hills (Imlay, 1947; Robinson and others, 1964), 
although locally the pebbles are missing (Mapel and Pill- 
more, 1963a). In the central and southern parts of the 
Powder River Basin, the pebbles are at the base of the 
Canyon Springs Sandstone Member of the Sundance or, 
where the Canyon Springs is missing, at the base of the 
Stockade Beaver Shale Member of the Sundance. The 
pebbles are generally banded, light to dark gray, angular to 
subrounded, and 1-2 inches in diameter, although larger 
diameters are common. Robinson and others (1964) 
described some clasts having diameters as large as 1.5 ft. 
Pipiringos and O'Sullivan (1978) reported that in north-
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eastern Wyoming most of the pebbles were locally derived 
from erosion of the underlying Gypsum Spring and 
accumulated on the erosion surface as a lag deposit. Most of 
the pebbles are fluted or etched, most appear polished as if 
by the wind, and some are coated with what might be desert 
varnish. These characteristics have led many observers to 
interpret these pebbles as ventifacts; however, in the Dou 
glas, Wyoming, area, Pipiringos and O'Sullivan (1978) 
reported that some of the pebbles might be water rounded. 

Erosional relief on the surface of the J-2 uncon 
formity is generally minor throughout the southern and 
middle Western Interior; however, in central and eastern 
Wyoming, local relief is generally about 50 ft. In the 
southern part of the Power River Basin, even greater relief 
has created "buried hills," a subsurface term used by 
petroleum geologists in reference to the Triassic surface 
upon which the Canyon Springs was deposited. Dresser 
(1959), in the Douglas, Wyoming, area, described outliers 
of the Canyon Springs surrounded by rocks of the Chug- 
water Group that he interpreted as paleovalley-fill deposits. 
At one location, an outlier of Canyon Springs rests on the 
Lower Permian and Triassic Goose Egg Formation; this 
juxtaposition requires 700 ft of erosional relief. In eastern 
Wyoming, the J-2 is an angular unconformity resulting 
from mild regional upwarping after deposition of the 
Gypsum Spring and before deposition of the Sundance. As 
a result of this upwarping, pre-Sundance strata are inclined 
slightly toward the southwest (Dresser, 1959). On the 
eastern flank of the Bighorn Mountains and in the Black 
Hills, the Gypsum Spring is known to thin southward as 
upper parts of the formation are beveled by J-2 erosion. 
Love and others (1945) recognized a similar phenomena 
from west to east in the Wind River Basin. Love and others 
(1949), in the Glendo, Wyoming, area, reported that the J-2 
unconformity overlies successively younger strata of the 
Chugwater Group toward the west. Imlay (1980) reported 
the J-2 to be a disconformity in the subsurface of the 
Williston Basin. According to Pipiringos and O'Sullivan 
(1978) the age of the J-2 erosional event is middle Bajocian.

Post-Erosionai Phase

Pipiringos and O'Sullivan (1978) stated that about 
one million years elapsed before sediments were deposited 
anywhere on the J-2 erosional surface and that about five 
million years were required to completely cover the 
unconformity throughout the Western Interior. Thus, the 
surface was exposed for about one to six million years. 
During this time, differential erosion created topographic 
relief on the surface and, most likely, superficial deposits 
accumulated.

Eoiian Sandy Rocks

The first unit deposited on the J-2 erosional surface in 
the central and southern parts of the Powder River Basin

was the Canyon Springs Sandstone Member of the Sun- 
dance Formation that is described later in this report. The 
sandstone is generally considered to be a shallow-marine 
deposit, but, based on observations of outcrops in the 
southern part of the basin and throughout much of south 
eastern Wyoming, many geologists have long considered at 
least some of the lower part of the Canyon Springs to be 
eolian in origin. This interpretation is supported by the 
occurrence of large-scale cross-stratification of probable 
eolian type. Moreover, chert pebbles in the base of the 
Canyon Springs are thought to represent ventifacts, and the 
sandstone contains abundant frosted quartz grains. Frosted 
grains are common in all sandstones in the lower part of the 
Sundance in this area of Wyoming, however, and their 
presence in the Canyon Springs might just as well be 
indicative of the depositional environment of the source 
rock. Despite the general acceptance of an eolian origin for 
at least part of the Canyon Springs, documentation in the 
literature for this interpretation is lacking. It is not 
unreasonable to expect eolian sediments to have accumu 
lated on the J-2 surface considering the long exposure time. 
Moreover, the climate during this part of the Jurassic was 
hot and arid (Kocurek and Dott, 1983). Over much of 
southern Wyoming, the Nugget Sandstone, Jelm Formation, 
or Crow Mountain Formation directly underlies the J-2 
surface, and erosion of these units would have supplied 
ample amounts of sand for dune construction. Marine 
processes would have extensively reworked any such 
terrestrial deposit during the subsequent transgression and 
thus partly modified primary eolian features.

The Early Sundance Sea

The early Sundance sea (fig. 10) began advancing in 
the late middle Bajocian (Imlay, 1980). In central 
Wyoming, the J-2 surface was onlapped as marine water 
advanced from the west and north. Pipiringos and 
O'Sullivan (1978) calculated an onlap rate of 330-525 
miles per million years for this marine incursion in the 
Western Interior based on the known ages of units below 
and above the J-2 unconformity. In Montana, marine water 
first transgressed from the west and deposited the Piper 
Formation in the Williston Basin. According to Imlay 
(1980), marine deposition did not begin in northeastern 
Wyoming until the late Bathonian. At this time marine 
water advanced from the Williston Basin into the Powder 
River embayment and as far south as northern Colorado. 
During this part of the marine event, rocks between the 
J-2 and J-4 unconformities were deposited. In eastern 
Wyoming and western South Dakota the Canyon Springs 
Sandstone, Stockade Beaver Shale, Hulett Sandstone, and 
Lake Members of the Sundance Formation were deposited. 
Equivalent rocks deposited in the Williston Basin are in the 
Rierdon Formation. The sea withdrew in the early late 
Callovian (Imlay, 1980), perhaps accompanied by regional
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Figure 10. Approximate areal extent of Bathonian-Callovian 
early Sundance sea in Western Interior. Modified from Brenner 
(1983).

uplift to the west (Peterson, 1957a). The areal extent at 
maximum inundation during this event exceeded that of the 
earlier Gypsum Spring sea, and deposits of the lower part of 
the Sundance extend beyond the zero edge of the underlying 
Gypsum Spring Formation. Based on oxygen isotopes, 
Bowen (1961) determined that the temperature of this sea 
during the Callovian was a warm 75°F.

An isopach map of strata deposited in the early 
Sundance and Pine Butte seas in the Wyoming part of the 
Powder River Basin constructed from subsurface data is 
shown in figure 11 (I.E. Fox, South Dakota School of Mines 
and Technology, unpub. data base, 1990). Thicknesses are 
80-200 ft. A northeast-trending zone of thin deposits in the 
northern part of the map area probably represents the 
Sheridan Arch. A smaller symmetrical area of thin rocks in 
the vicinity of Gillette, Wyoming, probably represents the 
Gillette High. The largest area of thin deposits is a 
northeast-trending zone in the southern part of the basin 
here named the Pine Tree Arch.

Shallow-Marine Evaporite, Carbonate, and 
Muddy Rocks

As the early Sundance sea advanced eastward across 
the J-2 erosional surface into the Williston Basin, the Piper 
Formation was deposited over the Nesson Formation.

44°

105°

.OUTLINE OF PRESENT-DAY 
POWDER RIVER BASIN

Figure 11 . Isopach map of lower part of Sundance Formation 
(Canyon Springs Sandstone through Pine Butte Members) in 
Wyoming part of the Powder River Basin. Contour interval 
20 ft. Dashed lines represents thinning trends. Modified from 
J.E. Fox (unpub. data base, 1990).

Evidently, at the same time that the Piper was being 
deposited on the J-2 surface in the Williston Basin, eolian 
sand was accumulating on the J-2 surface in southern 
Wyoming. Imlay and others (1948) proposed the name 
Piper Formation for a 100-ft-thick sequence that crops out 
near the town of Piper in central Montana and consists of 
red shale and gypsum and an intervening limy middle part. 
Three members were later designated by Nordquist (1955); 
in ascending order they are the Tampico Shale, Firemoon 
Limestone, and Bowes Members. These names correspond 
to the informal "Piper A," "Piper B," and "Piper C" of 
Peterson (1957a). Although limited to the Williston Basin, 
the maximum areal extent of the Piper exceeds that of the 
subsurface Nesson, and the Piper is exposed west of the 
basin. It is possible that the Sheridan Arch created a 
temporary barrier to the southern extension of the marine 
water into the Powder River embayment (Peterson, 1957a, 
1958). The southern zero edge of the Piper has not been 
documented, but the formation name is generally restricted 
to Montana.
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The Piper is well exposed along the northeastern 
flank of the Bighorn Mountains north of the Montana- 
Wyoming State line. Because the formation was deposited 
on the irregular J-2 surface, thicknesses vary considerably. 
In the northern Bighorn Mountains the unit is generally 
about 150 ft thick, but Richards (1955) reported thicknesses 
of 90-200 ft. The Tampico ("Piper A") is about 60 ft thick 
and consists of a massive white gypsum unit, locally 
interbedded with red shale, that generally makes up most of 
the lower half of the member. Overlying the gypsum is a 
sequence of reddish-brown shale that contains scattered 
pods of white gypsum. The Firemoon ("Piper B"), some 
times referred to in the subsurface as "Piper lime," is about 
50 ft thick and consists of several limestone units 1-12 ft 
thick separated by intervals of calcareous, red to brown 
shale. The limestone is gray and thin to thick bedded and 
contains green to brown shale partings. The Bowes ("Piper 
C"), sometimes referred to in the subsurface as "upper Piper 
red," consists of a sequence of calcareous, reddish-orange, 
sandy siltstone and local pods of gypsum and is about 40 ft 
thick. Limestone units in the Piper generally form small 
hogbacks, and argillaceous units generally form slopes, 
especially the Bowes.

In the northern Bighorn Mountains the Piper Forma 
tion is generally described as resting unconformably (J-2) 
on the Chugwater Group; however, Imlay (1980) reported 
that north of Banner, Wyoming, red claystone generally 
included at the top of the Gypsum Spring Formation was, in 
fact, the upper part of the Piper. If this is correct, then at 
least part of the Piper rests unconformably(?) on the 
Gypsum Spring. As mentioned before, these two formations 
are lithologically similar, and, should they be laterally or 
vertically adjacent, separating one from the other could be 
difficult. The Piper lies conformably below the Rierdon 
Formation.

Fossils are uncommon in the Piper in the northern 
Bighorn Mountains. Imlay (1980) assigned an age of late 
middle Bajocian to Bathonian to the formation.

Although the Piper and the Gypsum Spring are on 
opposite sides of the J-2 unconformity and therefore cannot 
be equivalent, the two formations contain similar lithofacies 
arrangements and therefore probably had a similar depo- 
sitional history. The lower member of the Piper was 
evidently deposited in a shallow restricted-marine environ 
ment under conditions conducive to evaporite deposition. 
The middle carbonate-bearing member was deposited under 
more normal-marine conditions, and the upper member 
probably represents a return to at least a semirestricted 
marine environment. The lower member probably was 
deposited under transgressive conditions, and transgressive 
maximum is represented by the carbonate rocks in the 
middle member. Regression might have reduced water 
depth at the close of Piper time and is represented by the 
upper member, but marine water probably never completely 
receded from the Williston Basin.

Transgressive Nearshore Sandy Rocks

During the Bathonian, a major transgressive event 
occurred in the middle Western Interior when the early 
Sundance sea spread south and east across the J-2 erosion 
surface into central and eastern Wyoming. The trans 
gression must have been relatively rapid because wave 
erosion failed to reduce the topographic relief on the J-2 
surface (Dresser, 1959). When marine water reached the 
area of dune accumulation in southern Wyoming, the eolian 
sediments were partly reworked by marine processes and 
the resulting deposit of marginal-marine and eolian beds is 
included in the Canyon Springs Sandstone Member of the 
Sundance Formation. The Canyon Springs was named and 
described by Imlay (1947) for an exposure 4 miles 
northwest of Horton, Wyoming, in the southern part of the 
Black Hills. Pipiringos (1968) described the member in the 
Laramie Range.

In simplest form, the Canyon Springs consists of two 
parts: a massive to large-scale cross-stratified sandstone 
lithofacies in the lower part and a flatbedded sandstone 
lithofacies in the upper part. The lower of the two facies is 
generally thicker. The thicknesses of the two facies vary 
considerably, and the facies can lack some or all of their 
characteristic features.

Sandstone in the lower massive to large-scale cross- 
stratified sandstone facies is light yellowish gray, (locally 
weathering to light pink or red), quartzose, calcareous, 
subangular to subrounded, well sorted, and very fine to fine 
grained. Scattered well-rounded, medium to coarse, frosted 
grains are common. Dresser (1959) reported the cross- 
stratification, where present, to be large-scale planar or 
small- to large-scale trough type. Soft-sediment defor 
mation is common (Rautman, 1976a). Poorly preserved 
external molds of oysters and other bivalves are rare. 
Bioturbation, tracks and trails, and burrows (including 
Ophiomorpha and possibly Terebellind) are locally present. 
The sandstone is friable in hand sample, and large outcrops 
of this part of the Canyon Springs commonly weather into 
rounded cliffs. Dark-colored chert pebbles associated with 
the J-2 unconformity are at and near the base of the 
sandstone as isolated clasts or concentrated in a discon 
tinuous basal unit of calcareous, conglomeratic, very fine 
grained sandstone as thick as 1 ft. At some locations, a unit 
of light-gray, calcareous, parallel-bedded siltstone is at the 
base of the member. In the subsurface of the southern part 
of the Powder River Basin, the lower part of the Canyon 
Springs Sandstone has an argillaceous limestone cap (Curry 
and Hegna, 1970) that T.S. Ahlbrandt (U.S. Geological 
Survey, written commun., 1989) suggested is separated 
from the underlying sandstone by a minor unconformity. 
The thickness of the lower part of the Canyon Springs in the 
area of the Powder River Basin is variable because of the 
relief on the underlying Triassic surface and is 0-160 ft but 
generally less than 50 ft.
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Figure 12. Flatbedded sandstone facies of Canyon Springs 
Sandstone Member of the Sundance Formation, southeastern 
Bighorn Mountains.

Sandstone in the flatbedded sandstone facies of the 
Canyon Springs is light to brownish gray, quartzose, 
calcareous, well sorted, very fine to fine grained, and locally 
fossiliferous. Although the range of grain size is the same 
for the two major sandstone facies in the Canyon Springs, 
Pipiringos (1968) reported that the flatbedded sandstone 
facies is generally coarser grained. The thin- to medium- 
scale beds are parallel with flat to wavy bedding planes. 
Planar laminations and ripple cross laminations are com 
mon, and small-scale cross-stratification is present locally. 
In some areas the total thickness of the upper part of the 
Canyon Springs consists of large-scale crossbedded cosets 
(fig. 12). This facies of the Canyon Springs is generally 
better cemented than the lower facies, and large outcrops 
commonly form steep cliffs. In some areas, ooids are 
scattered throughout this part of the Canyon Springs, 
commonly concentrated near the top in such numbers that 
the rock is a greenish-gray, thin- to medium-bedded, locally 
fossiliferous limestone unit as thick as 7 ft. Locally, algal 
structures are on the top surface of the limestone. In the area 
of the Powder River Basin, the upper part of the Canyon 
Springs is 0-80 ft thick but generally less than 40 ft thick. 
Pipiringos (1968) reported this facies to thicken southward 
in the Laramie Range and to be as thick as 165 ft in 
north-central Colorado. Curry and Hegna (1970), in the 
southern part of the basin, considered this part of the 
Canyon Springs to be a facies of the overlying Stockade 
Beaver Shale Member of the Sundance.

The contact between the two major sandstone facies 
of the Canyon Springs is generally sharp, but erosion has 
occurred locally (Love and others, 1949; Post, 1967). T.S. 
Ahlbrandt (written commun., 1989) stated that in the 
subsurface of the southern part of the Powder River Basin a 
brown shale unit as thick as 40 ft separates the two facies. 
This shale is at the same stratigraphic level as the "cephalo- 
pod sandstone" of Love and others (1949) in the Glendo, 
Wyoming, area and a shale locally present in the

southeastern Bighorn Mountains. T.S. Ahlbrandt also stated 
that in the subsurface of the southern part of the Powder 
River Basin the upper facies of the Canyon Springs is 
overlain by a sequence of siltstone averaging 20 ft thick that 
is referred to as the "siltstone marker." This siltstone is in 
the southern Black Hills and south of Douglas, Wyoming, in 
the northern Laramie Range. Rautman (1976a) recognized 
this unit and described it as a gray, friable, locally fossili 
ferous (oysters), poorly bedded to flatbedded siltstone that is 
3-13 ft thick.

The Canyon Springs rests unconformably on the 
Gypsum Spring Formation in the central part of the Powder 
River Basin. In the southern part of the basin, where the 
Gypsum Spring was not deposited or has been removed by 
J-2 erosion, the Canyon Springs rests unconformably on the 
Chugwater or the Spearfish. This contact is erosional and 
generally sharp. The Canyon Springs is overlain confor 
mably by the Stockade Beaver Shale Member of the 
Sundance in all areas marginal to the Powder River Basin. 
This contact is generally very sharp, but lateral gradation 
into the lower part of the Stockade Beaver was reported by 
Wolcott (1967).

In eastern Wyoming, the Canyon Springs thins to the 
north and is not represented in the northern part of the 
Powder River Basin because of a facies change to argilla 
ceous rocks. The east-trending depositional zero line 
extends from the Buffalo, Wyoming, area in the Bighorn 
Mountains to the Devils Tower area in the Black Hills. The 
member is well represented along southern margin of the 
Black Hills in the vicinity of Hot Springs, South Dakota, 
where the member is reported to be as thick as 89 ft (Post, 
1967). Northwest of this area along the western flank of the 
uplift, the member disappears through a distance of about 25 
miles from Dewey, Wyoming, to Newcastle, Wyoming 
(Brobst, 1961; Brobst and Epstein, 1963; Cuppels, 1963). 
North of Newcastle, the member reappears (Mapel and 
Pillmore, 1963a), but it is thinner than to the south, lacks its 
distinctive character, and is poorly exposed. Rocks thought 
to be equivalent to the Canyon Springs can be traced as far 
north as the Devils Tower area, but north of this location the 
unit thins irregularly and is generally mapped as a sandy, 
lower part of the Stockade Beaver. The Canyon Springs is 
missing along the eastern flank of the Black Hills. The 
Canyon Springs has been correlated into the Hartville Uplift 
and the Laramie Range. In the vicinity of Glendo, 
Wyoming, in the Hartville Uplift, where the unit was 
originally termed the "basal sandstone of the Jurassic," the 
member is 21-110 ft thick (Dresser, 1959). In the northern 
Laramie Range, south of Douglas, Wyoming, it is 46-102 ft 
thick (Dresser, 1959; Pipiringos and O'Sullivan, 1976), and, 
in the Casper Mountain area, south of Casper, Wyoming, 
the member is 26-54 ft thick (Bergstrom, 1950; Dresser, 
1959). On the eastern flank of the Bighorn Mountains, a 
sandstone unit having characteristics similar to the Canyon 
Springs is reported at the base of the Sundance as far north
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as 11 miles northwest of Buffalo, Wyoming, where Mapel 
(1959) measured a thickness of 37 ft. Geologists have 
generally accepted these rocks as being equivalent to the 
Canyon Springs of the Black Hills and the Laramie Range, 
but other than one mention of the member by Woodward 
(1957) in the Deadman Butte area at the southern end of the 
Bighorn Mountains, the member has not been formally 
recognized in the literature as present on the western side of 
the Powder River Basin. The variations in thickness of this 
member over relatively short distances throughout the 
Powder River Basin result from deposition on a surface 
having considerable erosional relief, the so-called "buried 
hills." In the subsurface of the southern part of the Powder 
River Basin, Curry and Hegna (1970) reported that the 
lower sandstone facies of the Canyon Springs was deposited 
only in the paleovalleys, but the stratigraphically higher 
parts of the member extend over the paleohills. T.S. 
Ahlbrandt (written commun., 1989) stated that only the 
siltstone unit at the top of the Canyon Springs extends 
across the highest paleohills.

The Canyon Springs is the most widespread member 
of the Sundance. The member can be identified in the 
subsurface east of the Black Hills (J.A. Peterson, written 
commun., 1990). To the south and southwest of the Powder 
River Basin, the member crosses time lines and becomes 
younger toward the Ancestral Rocky Mountains. The 
member extends southward into Colorado to the Boulder 
area where it grades into the lower part of the Ralston Creek 
Formation (Pipiringos and O'Sullivan, 1976). The younger 
part of the Canyon Springs that crops out in southern 
Wyoming southwest of the Laramie Range is equivalent to 
the Entrada Sandstone, and the older part of the Canyon 
Springs that crops out farther to the north in central 
Wyoming is equivalent to the upper part of the Carmel 
Formation of the Colorado Plateau region (Blakey and 
others, 1988; F. Peterson, 1988). In southeastern Idaho, 
rocks equivalent to the Canyon Springs are contained in the 
Watton Creek Member of the Twin Creek Limestone 
(Imlay, 1980). In the northern part of the Powder River 
Basin, the Canyon Springs is probably the stratigraphic 
equivalent of the limy, commonly oolitic unit that is 
common at the base of the Rierdon Formation in Montana 
(Imlay, 1956, 1980; Peterson, 1957a). As pointed out by 
Peterson (1958), the Canyon Springs, or its stratigraphic 
equivalent to the north, tends to be well developed in areas 
adjacent to Jurassic positive features such as the Ancestral 
Rocky Mountains in southern Wyoming or the Sheridan 
Arch in northern Wyoming.

The Canyon Springs, especially its lower part, was at 
one time thought to be the Nugget Sandstone or at least a 
stratigraphic equivalent of it. Pipiringos and O'Sullivan 
(1978) demonstrated, however, that the Canyon Springs and 
the Nugget lie on opposite sides of the J-2 unconformity. 
Moreover, Love and others (1949), in the Hartville Uplift, 
reported that the Canyon Springs thins to the west, whereas

the Nugget in south-central Wyoming is known to thicken 
to the west. If the Nugget was a sediment source for the 
Canyon Springs, it is easy to understand why the two units 
were confused with each other.

In general, fossils are scarce in the Canyon Springs. 
Rautman (1976a) reported rare, poorly preserved external 
molds of oysters and other bivalves in the massive to 
large-scale cross-stratified sandstone facies and oyster 
shells in the siltstone unit at the top of the member. Rautman 
also reported on a fossil fish locality. A great variety of 
marine fossils are in the "cephalopod sandstone" in the 
middle of the member in the Hartville Uplift (Love and 
others, 1949). Imlay (1980) reported the Canyon Springs to 
be late Bathonian in age based on faunal data.

As mentioned in a previous section of this report, the 
lower part of the Canyon Springs has characteristics of 
eolian deposits. The upper part of the member, however, 
probably represents reworked eolian sediments deposited in 
a shallow-marine setting (Dressser, 1959; Rautman, 1976a). 
This interpretation is supported by the presence of marine 
trace and body fossils.

Northwest of the northern Laramie Range in the 
Rattlesnake Hills, the Canyon Springs is laterally equivalent 
to the generally lower part of the overlying Stockade Beaver 
(Pipiringos, 1968), and Wolcott (1967) recognized a similar 
relation in the southern Black Hills. This relation indicates 
that the Canyon Springs is, in reality, a shoreward facies of 
the Stockade Beaver (Wright, 1973).

The most complete set of paleocurrent data for the 
Canyon Springs is that published by F. Peterson (1988). 
These data indicate a southeast direction and agree with 
measurements I made in the southern Bighorn Mountains 
and in the northern Laramie Range.

Rautman (1976a) reported that sand in the Canyon 
Springs in south-central Wyoming is less well sorted and 
coarser grained than sand in the member in the Black Hills. 
This characteristic would seem to eliminate an eastern 
source for this member in south-central Wyoming because 
sediment bypass would be required for coarser detritus to 
reach the area. Paleocurrent data presented by F. Peterson 
(1988) for the Canyon Springs in southeastern Wyoming 
and north-central Colorado are variable but show a south 
eastern trend that supports a western source. To the north 
and west of south-central Wyoming the member is shaley. 
The Nugget Sandstone and Crow Mountain and Jelm 
Formations that underlie the Canyon Springs in south- 
central Wyoming are possible sources for some of the 
clastic material in the member. Rautman (1976a) pointed 
out that the sharp sand-mud contact between the Canyon 
Springs and the Stockade Beaver might indicate that the 
sand was derived locally and that no additional sand was 
immediately available to enter the system following the
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marine transgression. In the Black Hills, the Canyon 
Springs overlies the Spearfish Formation, which consists 
mostly of siltstone; here the source for the member was 
probably to the east.

Oil was discovered in Jurassic rocks in the south 
ernmost part of the Powder River Basin in 1930 (Love, 
1958). Most of the oil is in the Canyon Springs, which was 
referred to as the basal sandstone of the Sundance at the 
time of discovery. The area of production is a 100- 
mile-wide belt that trends northeast (Neely, 1937), and the 
majority of the oil accumulated in stratigraphic pinchouts 
against the so-called "buried hills" (Curry and Hegna, 
1970). Lance Creek and Lightning Creek are the major 
producing fields in the area.

Offshore Muddy Rocks

Argillaceous sediments were deposited in offshore 
marine areas of the early Sundance sea. As marine water 
continued to transgress, argillaceous sediments onlapped 
deposits of the Canyon Springs, and the resulting deeper 
water deposit is included in the Stockade Beaver Shale 
Member of the Sundance Formation. The Stockade Beaver 
was named by Imlay (1947) for exposures on the western 
side of Stockade Beaver Creek, 5 miles northeast of 
Newcastle, Wyoming, in the southwestern Black Hills.

The Stockade Beaver is a sequence of muddy rocks 
that are silty and sandy in the upper part. The member can 
be divided into two lithofacies. The lower part of the 
Stockade Beaver contains the marine shale facies and 
consists of greenish-gray, calcareous, soft and waxy, fissile, 
clay shale that is organic rich and locally fossiliferous. 
Cuppels (1963) and Imlay (1980) reported some limestone 
beds and nodules near the base of this facies in the Black 
Hills. The marine-shale facies represents the maximum 
marine transgression of the early Sundance sea. Rautman 
(1976a) reported that along the western flank of the Black 
Hills this facies thins toward the south.

Regression of the sea is suggested by the coarsening- 
upward facies in the upper part of the Stockade Beaver. This 
less fossiliferous facies consists of calcareous, silty to sandy 
shale and interbedded sandstone. The sandstone is light 
gray, calcareous, very fine to fine grained, and planar to 
ripple laminated. At the base of the facies the sandstone is 
present as sandy laminations in the shale or in very thin, 
lenticular to flaser beds. Toward the top of the facies the bed 
thickness increases to thin bedded and the number of beds 
increases. Bedding planes are commonly rippled, and 
straight-crested symmetrical ripples trending northeast are 
the most common. Rautman (1976a) reported interference 
and flat-topped ripples in the southern part of the Black 
Hills, and Specht and Brenner (1979) reported starved 
ripples. Bioturbation, burrows, tracks and trails, and wrinkle 
marks are also described in this facies. (Dresser, 1959; 
Rautman, 1976a). According to Rautman, this part of the

member is best developed in the Black Hills, and along the 
western flank of the uplift the facies thickens toward the 
south. The Stockade Beaver is generally a nonresistant, 
poorly exposed slope former.

The lower contact of the Stockade Beaver with the 
Canyon Springs is conformable and can be sharp or 
gradational through a 1-ft interval (Robinson and others, 
1964); in areas where the Canyon Springs was not 
deposited, the Stockade Beaver rests unconformably (J-2) 
on older rocks. The upper contact of the Stockade Beaver 
with the Hulett Sandstone Member of the Sundance 
Formation is conformable and gradational through as much 
as 15 ft of beds.

The Stockade Beaver has an inverse thickness 
relation with the Canyon Springs so that the Stockade 
Beaver is thick where the Canyon Springs is thin or missing 
(such as north of the Canyon Springs zero edge) and vice 
versa (Robinson and others, 1964; Pipiringos, 1968). In the 
Black Hills the Stockade Beaver is 6-90 ft thick (Imlay, 
1947; Pillmore and Mapel, 1963) and in the northern 
Laramie Range 12-110 ft thick (Faulkner, 1950; Imlay, 
1980). The member was recognized on the eastern flank of 
the Bighorn Mountains by Imlay (1952a). On this side of the 
Powder River Basin the member is about 55 ft thick.

South of the Powder River Basin in the Laramie 
Range, the Stockade Beaver thins and becomes increasingly 
silty and sandy and grades laterally into the Canyon Springs 
(Imlay, 1947; Dresser, 1959; Pipiringos and O'Sullivan, 
1976). To the west and northwest of the Powder River 
Basin, the Stockade Beaver thickens and limestone is a 
significant component of the member (Imlay, 1952a); 
farther west in southeastern Idaho, the Stockade Beaver 
correlates with the Leeds Creek Member of the Twin Creek 
Limestone (Imlay, 1980). The Stockade Beaver thickens 
north of the basin and is more limy and less silty. In 
Montana, the member is equivalent to the middle shaley part 
of the Rierdon Formation (Imlay, 1956; Peterson, 1957a). 
The northward increase in calcium carbonate might be the 
result of the Sheridan Arch influencing marine circulation 
and thus creating two separate temperature regimes in 
different parts of the sea (Peterson, 1954a).

The marine shale facies of the Stockade Beaver 
contains locally abundant marine fauna. Bivalves, ammo 
nites (rare), crinoids, echinoderms, and ostracodes have 
been described from this facies (Imlay, 1947; Dresser, 1959; 
Wright, 1973; Wright, 1974a; Imlay, 1980). Within the 
Stockade Beaver, Meleagrinella curta, a small bivalve, is 
the most common fossil in the Black Hills and northern 
Laramie Range, and Gryphaea nebrascensis, an oyster, is 
the most common fossil in the northern Bighorn Mountains 
(Wright, 1973). Imlay (1980) reported that the Stockade 
Beaver is late Bathonian in age.

The marine shale facies of the Stockade Beaver was 
deposited in offshore areas of the early Sundance sea. The 
coarsening-upward facies of the member was deposited in
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Figure 13. Effects of shoaling in vicinity of Sheridan Arch on 
distribution of certain bivalves and ostracodes in early Sun- 
dance sea in relation to present-day Powder River Basin. 
Assemblage A: Cryphaea nebrascensis (bivalve) and Pro- 
cytheridea exempla (ostracode); assemblage B: Meleagrinella 
curta (bivalve) and Aparchitocythere compressa (ostracode). 
Modified from Peterson (1954b) and Wright (1973).

shallower water and, in most areas, represents the transi 
tional zone into the overlying shallow-water deposits of the 
Hulett Sandstone Member of the Sundance Formation. The 
contact between the two members is drawn where sandstone 
exceeds shale. Thin sandstone beds in the coarsening- 
upward facies of the Stockade Beaver probably represent 
sand transported offshore during storm activity. In the 
southern part of the Black Hills, Rautman (1976a) reported 
northeast-trending ripple crests that are probably subparallel 
with the shoreline of the early Sundance sea. Imlay (1947) 
reported that the source area for detritus was to the east and 
southeast.

Peterson (1958) stated that the barrier effect of the 
subaqueous Sheridan Arch is documented by thinning of the 
Stockade Beaver over this structure; the member is only 15 
ft thick in the vicinity of the structure but thickens north and 
south away from the crest (Peterson, 1954b). Moreover, 
Peterson (1958) mentioned that the structure probably 
separates ostracode biofacies. The Sheridan Arch may also 
have influenced the distribution of certain bivalves in 
Wyoming; for example, Meleagrinella curta is dominant 
south of this structure, and Gryphaea nebrascensis is 
dominant north of the structure (fig. 13).

Regressive Nearshore Sandy Rocks

As the early Sundance sea continued to withdraw, 
shallow marine conditions prevailed in the area of the 
Powder River Basin, and the Hulett Sandstone Member of 
the Sundance Formation was deposited. The member was 
named by Imlay (1947) for exposures on the northern side 
of Bush Canyon about 3 miles north of Hulett, Wyoming. 
The Hulett consists of a sequence of thin- to thick-bedded 
sandstone (or sandy siltstone) and variable amounts of 
interbedded shale (fig. 14). The sandstone is light yellowish 
gray to light greenish gray, calcareous, well sorted, and very 
fine to fine grained and contains sparse oolites and glau- 
conite. Grains are subangular to rounded and commonly 
frosted. Ripple laminations and cross-stratification are 
common. Symmetrical ripples are abundant, especially in 
the lower part of the member, and their crest lines trend 
northeast (Dresser, 1959; Rautman, 1976a). Bioturbation, 
burrows, and tracks and trails have been observed. 
According to G.N. Pipiringos (U.S. Geological Survey 
retired, oral commun., 1989), the trail Gyrochorte is 
particularly well represented. The interbedded shale is 
greenish gray, calcareous, silty or sandy, and fissile. In the 
northern Laramie Range, Dresser (1959) reported two 
occurrences of external molds of salt crystals in the Hulett, 
and Jenkins (1950) and Dresser (1959) noted that locally 
gypsum is present near the top of the member. Pipiringos 
and O'Sullivan (1976) also reported gypsum in this member 
in the same region. Fossils are rare and generally limited to 
internal molds of pelecypods. The sandstone is resistant, 
and the unit forms a series of small ledges in most places.

In the area of the Powder River Basin, the lower 
contact of the Hulett with the Stockade Beaver is con 
formable and gradational. The upper contact of the Hulett 
with the Lak Member of the Sundance Formation is 
conformable and gradational through several inches to a few 
feet. Toward the north on the east flank of the Bighorn

Figure 14. Hulett Sandstone Member of the Sundance For 
mation, southwest of Douglas, Wyoming, northern Laramie 
Range.
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Mountains, the Lak pinches out and the Hulett lies uncon- 
formably(?) below the Pine Butte Member of the Sundance 
Formation. Distinguishing these two members can be 
difficult where this juxtaposition occurs.

In the Black Hills, the Hulett thins southeastward and 
is 16-121 ft thick (Imlay, 1947; Rautman, 1978). The 
member thins toward the southeast in the Laramie Range 
(Pipiringos, 1968,1 and, in the northern end of the range, is 
6-25 ft thick (Dresser, 1959). Peterson (1954a) reported that 
the Hulett on the eastern flank of the Bighorn Mountains 
thickens southward from 10-15 ft near Buffalo, Wyoming, 
to 50-75 ft near Mayoworth, Wyoming. From Buffalo 
northward, the member presumably thickens. South of 
Mayoworth, the Hulett thins, and, near Alcova, Wyoming, 
the member is only 5-10 ft thick. The member thins to a 
wedge edge in the eastern Freezeout Hills west of Alcova 
and is absent farther south.

In the Laramie Range, Dresser (1959) and Pipiringos 
and O'Sullivan (1976) reported that the Hulett thins 
southward. The member thins and becomes more limey 
northwest of the Powder River Basin. On the western flank 
of the Bighorn Mountains, Stone and Vondra (1972) 
described the Hulett as a sequence of lenticular beds of 
trough cross-stratified, oolitic calcarenite (oolitic limestone 
of Peterson, 1954). Farther west, the Hulett correlates with 
the Giraffe Creek Member of the Twin Creek Limestone in 
southeastern Idaho (Wright, 1973). Imlay (1952a) identified 
the Hulett near the Montana-Wyoming State line on the 
eastern flank of the Bighorn Mountains and correlated the 
member with the upper part of the Rierdon Formation in 
Montana (Imlay in Richards, 1955; Imlay, 1956, 1980). 
Peterson (1954a) described a pebbly, coquinoid limestone 
bed less than 5 ft thick at the top of the Hulett on the eastern 
flank of the Bighorn Mountains that is a distinctive ledge- 
forming bed at the top of the Rierdon in Montana. Farther 
north, the unit grades laterally into chalky limestone (Imlay, 
1980). Imlay (1980) assigned an age of earliest Callovian to 
the Hulett.

The most complete environmental interpretation of 
the Hulett is by Rautman (1976b, 1978). According to 
Rautman, the Hulett in the northern Black Hills displays a 
complete coarsening-upward shoreface sequence as thick as 
98 ft consisting of a lower shoreface, upper shoreface, and 
foreshore. Locally, tidal channels are cut into the shoreface 
sequence. Lagoonal rocks and isolated washover-fan 
deposits lie above the foreshore unit. Rautman believed that 
the Hulett in this part of the Black Hills represents a 
northeast-trending barrier island complex. Only the 
lagoonal deposits extend into the southern part of the Black 
Hills, and Rautman interpreted the 16-20 ft of Hulett in this 
area to represent a tidal flat that existed south of the barrier 
island complex. In the Laramie Range, Rautman reported 
that the Hulett consists of two parts: a lower coarsening- 
upward sequence that he believed represents an offshore bar 
deposit parallel with the northeast-trending shoreline and an

upper sequence of siltstone, silty shale, and silty sandstone 
that he believed represents a deeper water environment 
seaward of the offshore bar deposits. This upper part of the 
Hulett is the only facies represented north and west of the 
Laramie Range.

The northeast-trending ripple crests reported by 
Dresser (1959) and Rautman (1978) are consistent with 
measurements I made and probably record the orientation of 
the shoreline. Most workers report symmetrical ripples in 
the Hulett and attribute them to oscillation, but Dresser 
(1959) noted the existence of some asymmetrical ripples 
that he attributed to currents approaching from the north or 
northwest. Rautman (1976a) stated that low-angle cross- 
stratification in the foreshore deposits of the Hulett in the 
northern Black Hills indicates northward paleocurrent 
movement. Imlay (1947) postulated an easterly source area 
for detritus in the Hulett; Rautman (1975) specified a 
northeasterly source for this material.

According to Peterson (1954a), the Hulett is par 
ticularly well developed in areas adjacent to Jurassic 
positive structural elements because of shoaling conditions. 
For example, over the Sheridan Arch the member thins to 
10 ft but thickens north and south of the structure. In areas 
remote from these positive elements, the member is less 
well developed.

Paralic Silty Rocks

The Lak Member of the Sundance Formation was the 
last unit associated with the early Sundance sea to be 
deposited in the southern part of the Powder River Basin. 
Despite a wide areal distribution over much of Wyoming 
(more than 7,000 mi2), the origin of the member remains 
problematic. Imlay (1947) named the Lak for exposures on 
the western side of Stockade Beaver Creek 5 miles northeast 
of Newcastle, Wyoming. The name comes from the Lak 
reservoir located on the L.A.K. ranch. "Sundance red" is a 
term commonly applied to this member, especially in the 
subsurface.

The lithology of the Lak varies considerably; in 
general, it consists of reddish massive siltstone. It also 
contains varying amounts of poorly sorted sandy siltstone 
and silty, very fine grained sandstone. Sand grains are 
subangular to rounded and commonly frosted. Fine-grained 
sandstone is present locally, and Imlay (1947) reported 
some medium-grained sandstone in the southern Black 
Hills. Also in the Black Hills, Robinson and others (1964) 
described the Lak as containing green shale interbeds in the 
upper 5-10 ft of the unit. Reported colors include shades of 
pink, maroon, red, orange, brown, and gray. Green or white 
diagenetic blotches are present locally. In the Laramie 
Range, Pipiringos (1968) noted that the Lak loses its 
reddish tone toward the south and is almost white. Although 
primary sedimentary structures are not common in the Lak, 
faint, irregular to wavy, discontinuous bedding and
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laminations are rarely present. No body or trace fossils have 
ever been described from the Lak. The Lak is weakly 
cemented and therefore poorly exposed; the member forms 
reddish slopes above the Hulett. In the northeastern part of 
the Laramie Range, bedded gypsum has been reported at the 
base of the Lak (Jenkins, 1950). Rautman (1976a) also 
reported gypsum in this member. In addition, external 
molds of salt crystals have been described at some locations 
(Dresser, 1959). G.N. Pipiringos (written commun., 1990), 
however, believed that any gypsum or salt molds described 
in the Lak are probably actually in the topmost part of the 
Hulett.

In areas marginal to the Powder River Basin, the 
lower contact of the Lak with the Hulett is always 
conformable and gradational over as much as several feet. 
Locally, the two members intertongue (Dresser, 1959, 
Rautman, 1976a). The upper contact with the Pine Butte can 
be gradational, with local interfingering, or sharp; where 
gradational the contact is probably conformable, but where 
sharp an unconformity might exist.

The Lak changes thickness over relatively short 
distances in the Black Hills and has an inverse thickness 
relation with the underlying Hulett (Robinson and others, 
1964). Reported thicknesses of the member are 26-100 ft 
(Burma, 1941; Imlay, 1947). In the Laramie Range, the Lak 
thins southward. Reported thicknesses in the northern end 
of the range are 23-97 ft (Burma, 1941; Schwarberger, 
1959). The Lak evidently thins northwest of the Laramie 
Range, and the only reference to this member in the Bighorn 
Mountains is that by Woodward (1957), who described 6 ft 
of the unit near Arminto, Wyoming, at the extreme south 
end of the mountains.

In distribution, the areal extent of the Lak in central 
and eastern Wyoming forms a northeast-trending belt 
100-150 miles wide. According to J.A. Peterson (written 
commun., 1990), the member can be traced in the sub 
surface east and northeast of the Black Hills. In the Laramie 
Range, the Lak thins southward. The Lak was probably 
deposited on the northeastern margin of the Entrada erg, and 
Peterson (1955, 1957a) and Imlay (1980) believed that the 
Lak is equivalent to the Entrada Sandstone of northwestern 
Colorado and Utah. The Lak is also equivalent to the Preuss 
Formation in southeastern Idaho (Peterson, 1957a). If 
gypsum is at the base of the Lak in eastern Wyoming, it 
possibly grades into the middle salt facies of the Preuss 
(Peterson, 1958). North 'of Kaycee, Wyoming, on the 
eastern flank of the Bighorn Mountains, the Lak disappears 
(fig. 15), possibly by lateral gradation into the oolitic 
sandstone and limestone in the upper part of the lower part 
of the Sundance (Peterson, 1954).

Imlay (1980) assigned an age of early to possibly 
middle Callovian to the Lak.

The depositional environment of the Lak is still open 
to debate; geologists cannot even decide whether the 
member is marine or nonmarine. If the Hulett is a nearshore
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Figure 15. Approximate northern extent of Lak Member of 
the Sundance Formation in vicinity of Powder River Basin. 
Modified from Peterson (1958).

deposit, as most speculate, then a nonmarine setting for the 
Lak might be expected, and the red color of the deposits 
helps support this conclusion. The fine grain size and lack of 
any observable channel or interchannel deposits eliminates 
a fluvial environment. Some geologists think that the Lak is, 
at least partly, eolian, possibly a loess-type deposit. This 
interpretation is based on the Lak's silty content, scarcity of 
primary sedimentary structures, and absence of fossils. 
However, the silt in the Lak was deposited upwind from the 
sand in the Entrada erg, which seems to eliminate an eolian 
setting. Other geologists have suggested the Lak is a 
sequence of paleosols. Although soil profiles have not been 
described in the Lak, Wright (1973) noted the existence of 
iron nodules at the top of the member in the Freezeout Hills. 
A marine environment for the Lak is unlikely. Glauconite 
observed in the member by Wolcott (1967) in the southern 
Black Hills probably reflects the mineralogy of source 
rocks. Moreover, the lack of fossils and scarcity of primary 
sedimentary structures is incompatible with such a setting. 
A restricted-marine environment for the Lak has also been 
postulated. If the bedded gypsum and external molds of salt 
crystals that have been reported are actually in the Lak, then 
a hypersaline setting might be indicated. A restricted- 
marine environment might explain the absence of body and 
trace fossils, but the scarcity of primary sedimentary 
structures remains unexplained. A sabkha environment for 
the Lak has also been suggested. The grain size, absence of 
body and trace fossils, weakly developed sedimentary 
structures, and possible occurrence of gypsum and salt
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molds are consistent with this setting. The Lak was 
deposited north of the Entrada erg and east of the evaporite 
deposits of the Preuss Formation. The existence of an erg to 
the south substantiates the needed aridity for a sabkha, and, 
if the evaporites in the Preuss represent a restricted-marine 
environment directly adjacent to the shoreline of the Juras 
sic seaway, then the regional setting of the Lak is consistent 
with a sabkha. Moreover, the vertical sequence of open 
marine (Stockade Beaver), nearshore (Hulett), and sabkha 
(Lak) is in order. Most likely the Lak was deposited under 
a variety of conditions.

Peterson (1958), in an attempt to explain the red color 
in a marine deposit, stated that perhaps all of the detritus in 
the lower part of the Sundance was originally red, but that 
decaying organic material in the sediment created reducing 
conditions that changed the color. If organic material was 
missing from the Lak deposits, as witnessed by the absence 
of fossils, the reducing conditions never developed and the 
sediments remained red. Imlay (1980), who also considered 
the Lak a very shallow, hypersaline, marine deposit, 
believed that the sediments in the member represent 
transported red lateritic soils from the Belt Island Uplift. 
Such an interpretation would require, however, that a lot of 
material be transported a long way from a relatively small 
area.

The Lak is present only south of the Sheridan Arch, 
and, during the final retreat of the early Sundance sea, this 
structure probably served as a submergent restricting barrier 
separating the depositional environment of the Lak to the 
south from open-marine conditions to the north (Peterson, 
1958).

Post-Piper Deposits of the Early Sundance 
Sea in Montana

North of the Montana-Wyoming State line, deposits 
of the early Sundance sea that are equivalent to the lower 
part of the Sundance of Wyoming are referred to as the 
Rierdon Formation. The Rierdon is bounded conformably 
by the Piper Formation below and unconformably by the 
Swift Formation above. Cobban (1945) named the Rierdon 
for exposures in the vicinity of the Sweetgrass arch in 
western north-central Montana, and he included the unit as 
the middle formation of the Ellis Group. In the northern 
Bighorn Mountains, the Rierdon thickens toward the north 
and generally has a lower, middle, and upper part.

The lower part of the Rierdon commonly contains 
0-15 ft of yellowish-gray, fine-grained, oolitic sandstone 
interbedded with gray to yellowish-gray, nodular to oolitic 
limestone. Some of these rocks are cross-stratified, and 
minor amounts of interbedded calcareous shale are locally 
present; regionally, sandstone in this part of the Rierdon 
increases toward the southeast (Imlay, 1956). These rocks 
probably represent the northern extension of the Canyon

Springs Sandstone Member of the Sundance Formation 
(Imlay, 1980). This part of the Rierdon is probably 
equivalent to Peterson's (1957) "Rierdon A" in the Willis- 
ton Basin.

The middle part of the Rierdon, which represents the 
major part of the formation, consists of 110-160 ft of 
yellowish-gray, calcareous clay shale. This interval contains 
abundant Gryphaea nebrascensis and is sandy in its top few 
feet. Based on the stratigraphic position of this shale and the 
presence of Gryphaea nebrascensis, this part of the Rierdon 
is probably equivalent to the Stockade Beaver Shale 
Member of the Sundance Formation. This part of the 
Rierdon is most likely equivalent to Peterson's "Rierdon B" 
in the Williston Basin.

The upper part of the Rierdon is a ledge-forming unit 
consisting of orangish-yellow, calcareous, very fine grained 
sandstone interbedded with gray, fossiliferous, oolitic 
limestone. The sandstone is commonly cross-stratified and 
ripple laminated and locally contains glauconite and oolites. 
The limestone, which generally is at the top of the sequence, 
is cross-stratified and locally contains glauconite. Sandstone 
dominates this part of the Rierdon in the northern Bighorn 
Mountains, but limestone increases to the west and is the 
dominant lithology in the Pryor Mountains in south-central 
Montana. In the northern Bighorn Mountains, this part of 
the Rierdon is 20-48 ft thick, and thicknesses change over 
relatively short distances; regionally, this part thickens 
toward the southeast (Imlay, 1956). According to Imlay 
(1980), this part of the Rierdon represents the northward 
extension of the Hulett Sandstone Member of the Sundance 
Formation. These rocks are probably equivalent to Peter- 
son's "Rierdon C" in the Williston Basin.

Late Middle Jurassic Erosion

The nature of the contact between the Lak and the 
Pine Butte is problematic. At some locations the contact is 
gradational and locally intertonguing and probably con 
formable; at other places it is sharp and possibly uncon- 
formable. Where the contact is sharp, the contrast between 
red siltstone of the Lak and gray sandstone of the Pine Butte 
is striking. Moreover, if the Lak is a nonmarine deposit, 
erosion probably occurred prior to deposition of the 
overlying marine Pine Butte. Conflicting evidence has 
resulted in some workers postulating an unconformity 
(Rautman, 1976a) and others doubting the existence of an 
unconformity (Specht and Brenner, 1979; Imlay, 1980). 
Pipiringos and O'Sullivan (1978) described an uncon 
formity, which they designated the J-3, separating the 
Curtis Formation from the underlying Entrada Sandstone in 
the San Rafael Swell of central Utah and in the Uinta 
Mountains of northeastern Utah and northwestern Colorado. 
They reported that the unconformity is middle Callovian in 
age and that the duration of the erosional event was about 
one million years. Chert pebbles associated with the J-3 are
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Figure 16. Pine Butte Member ot the Sundance Formation 
southwest of Douglas, Wyoming, northern Laramie Range.

reported to decrease in size toward the northeast. The J-3 
unconformity is at the same stratigraphic level as the 
Lak-Pine Butte contact. G.N. Pipiringos (oral commun., 
1989) stated, however, that he does not consider the J-3 to 
extend into eastern Wyoming.

The Pine Butte Sea

Whether or not erosion followed deposition of the 
Lak, a rapid marine transgression occurred during late 
middle to early late Callovian time (Imlay, 1980) when the 
Pine Butte Member of the Sundance Formation was 
deposited in a very shallow sea in parts of eastern Wyoming 
and western South Dakota.

Nearshore Sandy Rocks

The Pine Butte Member was named by Pipiringos 
(1968) for outcrops of the unit near Pine Butte between 
Medicine Bow, Wyoming and the Freezeout Mountains. In 
south-central Wyoming, the Pine Butte consists of greenish- 
white, thin-bedded, highly calcareous sandstone and inter- 
bedded siltstone and green shale. At some locations shale is 
the dominant lithology. The sandstone is commonly rippled 
and contains glauconite. Tracks and trails, especially Gyro- 
chorte (Imlay, 1980), are common on bedding planes and 
the member is resistant and forms conspicuous ledges 
(fig. 16). In southern Wyoming, the Pine Butte is reported to 
contain 1-18 ft of red sandstone and siltstone in the middle 
of the member (Imlay, 1980). Fossils are not common in the 
Pine Butte, but echinoid spines and pelecypods have been 
reported.

The contact of the Pine Butte and Lak can be either 
gradational and locally intertonguing and represent a 
conformable boundary, or it can be sharp and possibly 
represent an unconformable boundary. The contact of the

Pine Butte with the overlying Redwater Shale Member of 
the Sundance Formation is sharp and unconformable.

Measured sections included in U.S. Geological 
Survey Bulletins of quadrangles on the western flank of the 
Black Hills do not show a sandy unit at the stratigraphic 
level of the Pine Butte. However, according to Pipiringos 
(1968) and Imlay (1980), the Pine Butte is present in the 
Black Hills, although it was not described in this area until 
G.N. Pipiringos recognized it in 1964. The member is 
5-32 ft thick in the Black Hills and is thickest near 
Spearfish, South Dakota. The Pine Butte was also recog 
nized and described in the Black Hills by Wright (1971) and 
Rautman (1976a). Pipiringos and O'Sullivan (1976) showed 
the Pine Butte in the Laramie Range to be 18-77 ft thick. In 
the north end of the range, the Pine Butte is about 38 ft 
thick.

The Pine Butte continues south in the Laramie Range 
and is truncated by the sub-Morrison unconformity (J-5) 
just north of Boulder, Colorado (Pipiringos and O'Sullivan, 
1976). The Pine Butte is stratigraphically equivalent to the 
Curtis Member of the Stump Sandstone of northeastern 
Utah. West of the Powder River Basin, the Pine Butte thins 
and pinches out near Lander, Wyoming. Along the eastern 
flank of the Bighorn Mountains, north of the Lak pinch out, 
the Pine Butte rests on the Hulett and distinguishing these 
two members can be difficult.

Imlay (1980) considered the Pine Butte to be middle 
Callovian in age.

Most geologists (for example, Imlay, 1980) consider 
the Pine Butte to represent the nearshore deposits of a 
separate and distinct marine invasion. In this sense, the Pine 
Butte and Redwater would have the same relation as the 
Canyon Springs and Stockade Beaver. Both J.E. Fox (oral 
commun., 1989) and T.S. Ahlbrandt (oral commun., 1989) 
stated that in the Black Hills some outcrops of the Pine 
Butte show eolian characteristics. The member also shows 
eolian features in Colorado north of Boulder (F. Peterson, 
written commun., 1990).

Latest Middle Jurassic Erosion

As the Pine Butte sea withdrew, a period of regional 
erosion followed that is now represented by an uncon 
formity, named the J-4 unconformity by Pipiringos and 
O'Sullivan (1978), separating the Pine Butte from the 
overlying Redwater or, in areas where the members of the 
Sundance are not designated, separating the lower part of 
the Sundance from the upper part of the Sundance. The 
marine regression that caused the unconformity might be 
detected on the proposed Jurassic sea-level curve of Hallam 
(1988). In Montana, the J-4 unconformity separates the 
Rierdon from the overlying Swift Formation. The boundary 
is sharp and disconformable and generally shows no 
erosional relief; however, the lithology and fauna, partic 
ularly the sudden appearance of abundant belemnites,
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abruptly change at the contact. Pipiringos and O'Sullivan 
(1978) considered this erosional event as late Callovian in 
age and believed it lasted about two million years. Imlay 
(1980) reported that in some areas the Pine Butte is 
truncated by J-4 erosion.

The Late Sundance Sea

The marine invasion that followed the J-4 erosional 
event was the most extensive such transgression to affect 
the area of the Powder River Basin during the Jurassic 
(fig. 17). Deposits of the late Sundance sea are more 
extensive than any of the older Jurassic marine rocks in the 
middle Western Interior (Imlay, 1980). Although still 
relatively shallow, water depth was greater than in previous 
Jurassic seas, and structures such as the Sheridan Arch that 
were just barely submergent during earlier marine invasions 
were well below wave base (Peterson, 1954a). Regionally, 
the marine event began in the latest Callovian and, in the 
middle Western Interior, lasted until the early middle 
Oxfordian. Beginning in the early Oxfordian, the Redwater 
Shale Member of the Sundance Formation was deposited in 
eastern Wyoming and western South Dakota. Equivalent 
rocks in the Williston Basin are included in the Swift 
Formation.
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Figure 1 7. Approximate maximum areal extent of Oxfordian 
late Sundance sea in Western Interior. Modified from Brenner 
(1983).

For the first time in the Phanerozoic, the major source 
area for siliciclastic detritus in a marine deposit of the 
Western Interior was to the west. This was the beginning of 
a depositional trend that would last until the end of the 
Cretaceous.

An isopach map of strata deposited in the late 
Sundance and Windy Hill seas in the Wyoming part of the 
Powder River Basin constructed from subsurface data is 
shown in figure 18 (J.E. Fox, unpub. data base, 1990); 
thicknesses are 30-210 ft. The most prominent feature is the 
northeast-trending Gillette high in the central part of the 
basin. In the northwestern corner of the map, an east- 
trending thin zone might represent the Sheridan Arch. 
Southward thinning of deposits of the late Sundance sea is 
apparent in the southeastern corner of the map. Based on the 
abundance of arenaceous Foraminifera, Wright (1973) 
suggested that this sea may have been somewhat cooler than 
the early Sundance sea.

Offshore Shaley Rocks

The Redwater was named by Imlay (1947) for 
exposures near Redwater Creek, 9 miles northwest of 
Spearfish, South Dakota. Cobban (1945) named the Swift 
for exposures near the Swift Reservoir in northwestern 
Montana.

The Redwater is a marine deposit consisting of a 
complex sequence that may include shale or mudstone, 
siltstone, sandstone, and coquinoid sandstone or coquinoid 
limestone (biosparites of Zeiner, 1974). In general, the 
member coarsens toward the west (Imlay, 1947; Downs, 
1949; Brenner, 1973). The member is characterized by 
abundant glauconite that sets it apart from older Jurassic 
marine units that contain only sparse amounts of this 
mineral. Fenner (1961) observed that glauconite and other 
heavy minerals, especially biotite, are most common in the 
lower part of the member. In addition, the member is locally 
calcareous and generally contains abundant belemnite tests 
that are commonly found scattered on the surface of 
outcrops. Many belemnites are water worn and when 
observed on bedding planes appear to be aligned as if by 
water currents. Wright (1973) listed Camptonectes bellistri- 
atus as the most common bivalve in the coquinas.

In the Black Hills, the Redwater consists of greenish- 
gray, fissile shale containing limestone concretions and 
minor light-gray, calcareous, fine-grained sandstone. The 
sandstone is present as discontinuous laminae and very thin 
beds in the lower and upper parts of the member. In 
addition, thin beds of oolitic, coquinoid limestone are in the 
upper part of the member, and an interval of glauconitic 
sandstone is common in the lower part of the member 
(Imlay, 1947; Robinson and others, 1964). In the Laramie 
Range, Pipiringos (1968) described the Redwater as having 
four parts: a lower siltstone, a lower shale, an upper 
siltstone, and an upper shale. Coquinoid limestone or
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Figure 18. Isopach map of upper part of the Sundance 
Formation (Redwater and Windy Hill Members) in Wyoming 
part of Powder River Basin. Contour interval 20 ft. Dashed line 
represents thinning trend. Modified from J.E. Fox (unpub. data 
base, 1990).

coquinoid sandstone is in both of the siltstone units, and 
both shale units contain limestone concretions. Anderson 
(1978) discovered layers of bored limestone and layers of 
bored limestone cobbles that are locally truncated. He 
interpreted these features as evidence of subaerial exposure 
and local erosion resulting in minor disconformities within 
the member. In the Bighorn Mountains, Imlay (1980) 
reported that Pipiringos' four-fold division of the Redwater 
also applies. In the southwestern part of the Bighorn 
Mountains, Specht and Brenner (1979) described the Red- 
water as generally consisting of green mudstone and silt- 
stone and thin beds of coquinoid limestone. Woodward 
(1957) in the same general area described a glauconitic, 
coquinoid limestone 6 ft thick at the top of the member. In 
the Montana part of the Powder River Basin, the Swift, 
which is stratigraphically equivalent in part to the Redwater,

was described by Imlay (1956) as consisting of a lower part 
containing gray, calcareous, glauconitic shale and abundant 
belemnites and a very glauconitic sandstone at the base 
(similar to that reported in the Black Hills) and an upper part 
containing gray, calcareous, glauconitic, fine- to coarse 
grained sandstone. The sandstone is thin to thick bedded and 
is commonly cross-stratified. Locally, coquinoid limestone 
is present.

The contact of the Redwater (or Swift) with 
underlying rocks is sharp and unconformable. In some areas 
of south-central Wyoming where J-4 erosion has removed 
the Pine Butte, the Redwater lies directly on the Lak 
(Pipiringos, 1968). Imlay (1947) reported that locally in the 
Black Hills some Lak material is reworked into the base of 
the Redwater. Where the Redwater is overlain by the Windy 
Hill Sandstone Member of the Sundance Formation, the 
contact is sharp and generally unconformable (Pipiringos, 
1968; Imlay, 1980). Where the Morrison Formation overlies 
the Redwater or its equivalents, the contact is gradational 
and conformable. Where the Unkpapa Sandstone Member 
of the Morrison Formation overlies the Redwater, the 
contact is sharp and irregular.

Throughout the area of the Powder River Basin the 
Redwater generally thins toward the south. In the Black 
Hills, the member is 75-165 ft thick (Imlay, 1980). The 
member is 64-161 ft thick in the northern Laramie Range 
(Peterson, 1952; Pipiringos and O'Sullivan, 1976). In the 
Bighorn Mountains, Imlay (1980) reported that the member 
is 120-175 ft thick, although thicknesses of more than 
300 ft have been reported (Peterson, 1952; Roy, 1960). In 
the southern Bighorn Mountains, the member is 82-118 ft 
thick (Specht and Brenner (1979)). In southern Montana, 
Imlay (1956) reported that the Swift thickens toward the 
east and that in the northern Bighorn Mountains it is 85- 
190 ft thick. A problem exists with published measurements 
of the Redwater (or its stratigraphic equivalents) in that one 
seldom knows whether the writer included unrecognized 
Pine Butte or Windy Hill in the total.

Toward the south in the Laramie Range, the four parts 
of the Redwater identified by Pipiringos (1968) are 
progressively truncated, top to bottom, by the J-5 uncon 
formity at the base of the Windy Hill, and the Redwater is 
completely cut out at about the latitude of Chugwater, 
Wyoming. The projected zero edge of the Redwater 
intersects the northwestern corner of Nebraska (Pipiringos 
and O'Sullivan, 1976, 1978). Northwest of the Laramie 
Range, in south-central Wyoming, the lower siltstone and 
lower shale units in the Redwater grade into a slope- 
forming, impure sandstone sequence, and the upper siltstone 
and upper shale units grade into a cliff-forming, coquinoid 
sandstone or coquinoid limestone sequence (Pipiringos, 
1968). West and southwest of south-central Wyoming, the 
Redwater is equivalent to the upper part of the Stump 
Sandstone (Imlay, 1980). According to Love and others 
(1945) and Pipiringos (1968), the upper part of the
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Redwater in eastern Wyoming is the same unit as a 
glauconitic sandstone in central Wyoming. This relation 
was also reported by Wright (1973). Imlay (1956, 1980) 
reported that east from the northern Bighorn Mountains the 
lower shaley part of the Swift thickens at the expense of the 
overlying sandy part of the formation and that west from the 
northern Bighorn Mountains the upper sandy part thickens 
at the expense of the lower shaley part. Peterson (1957a) 
reported that sand increases in the Swift toward the west and 
that the formation grades into the Stump Formation in 
western Wyoming and southeastern Montana.

The transgression of the late Sundance sea began in 
the latest Callovian (Imlay, 1980). Imlay (1980) reported 
the Redwater to be early to early middle Oxfordian in age. 
Deposition of the Swift in Montana evidently continued 
after deposition of Redwater to the south had ceased; hence, 
the top of the Swift is slightly younger than the top of the 
Redwater. Imlay (1980) suggested that Swift deposition 
might have lasted into the late late Oxfordian or possibly 
even into the early Kimmeridgian in some areas.

The Redwater was deposited under open-marine 
conditions in a relatively shallow, epicontinental sea as 
indicated by the belemnite Pacytheuthis densus (Imlay, 
1957) and various marine bivalves and ammonites (Imlay, 
1980). Peterson (1954a) pointed out that the absence of 
limestone in the Redwater in the vicinity of the Powder 
River Basin might indicate cooler water than in previous 
Jurassic seas, especially south of the Sheridan Arch. The 
shoreline of the sea that deposited the Redwater has never 
been located because of removal during the J-5 erosion 
event. In areas north of south-central Wyoming the lower 
part of the member fines upward and records transgression, 
and the upper part coarsens upward and records regression 
(Brenner, 1973,1983; Brenner and Davies, 1973). Although 
the stratigraphic level of this reversal is generally not 
apparent, Brenner and Davies (1974a) suggested that a zone 
of clayey mudstone commonly found in the middle of the 
member represents maximum transgression. Brenner (1973) 
identified three transgressive depositional environments of 
the late Sundance sea: (1) nearshore sand facies on the 
western margin of the seaway (adjacent to Belt Island 
Uplift), (2) muddy-marine platform facies seaward of the 
nearshore sands, and (3) mixed carbonate-clay platform 
facies on the eastern side of the seaway most distant from 
the sources of clastic input. According to Brenner, the lower 
part of the Redwater in northern Wyoming contains deposits 
of the muddy-marine platform facies. Many workers (for 
example, Brenner, 1973; Zeiner, 1974; Downey, 1986) 
attributed sandstone in the upper part of the Redwater to 
regressive offshore-bar deposits of a prograding shoreline 
(it is not known whether these workers included 
unrecognized Windy Hill in this sandy interval). Brenner 
(1973) assigned this part of the Redwater in north-central 
Wyoming to his regressive, marine bar sand facies. Most 
workers believe that the major source of clastic sediments in

the Redwater of central Wyoming was to the west. As 
reported by Peterson (1957a), not only does the amount of 
sand in the member increase toward the west, but the grain 
size also increases in that direction. Moreover, Brenner 
(1973) mentioned that chert fragments, presumably 
weathered from Paleozoic rocks, increase toward the west. 

The depositional environment of the coquinoid 
sandstone in the upper part of the Redwater Shale is 
problematic and in the Bighorn Basin has been hotly 
debated. The only common agreement is that high-energy 
conditions were required to accumulate the coarse material 
in the deposits. One school of thought believes that these 
bioclastic sandstones were deposited below sea level by 
tidal and storm-generated currents on and directly behind 
offshore sand ridges that sat on a shallow, low-energy, 
open-marine platform (Brenner and Davies, 1973, 1974; 
Specht and Brenner, 1979; Brenner and others, 1985). The 
other school believes that the same bioclastic sandstones 
were deposited near sea level by tidal currents in migrating 
north-south-trending tidal inlets that cut through an east- 
west-trending barrier strandline on the northward- 
prograding shoreline (Uhlir and Vondra, 1984; Uhlir and 
others, 1986; Uhlir, 1987a; Uhlir and others, 1988).

Early Late Jurassic Erosion

In the middle Oxfordian, marine waters began 
regressing out of eastern Wyoming and adjacent areas in 
western South Dakota and withdrew to deeper parts of the 
late Sundance sea. The withdrawal of marine water allowed 
for a period of erosion lasting less than two million years 
(Pipiringos and O'Sullivan, 1978) that created an extensive 
peneplain. The resulting erosion surface, named the J 5 
unconformity by Pipiringos and O'Sullivan (1978), is at the 
base of the Windy Hill. The J-5 is a disconformity, and 
local relief on the surface is minor; however, Love and 
others (1949) mentioned a unit near Glendo, Wyoming, that 
seems to match the description of the Windy Hill, and they 
reported that it channels slightly into the underlying marine 
shale of the upper part of the Sundance. On a more regional 
scale, J-5 erosion in the Laramie Range progressively 
removed younger parts of the Redwater southward to a line 
at about the latitude of Chugwater, Wyoming, where the 
Windy Hill rests unconformably on the Pine Butte (Pipi 
ringos and O'Sullivan, 1976). Farther south, the Pine Butte 
is cut out by this unconformity near Boulder, Colorado 
(Pipiringos and O'Sullivan, 1976). The same phenomena 
evidently occurred southwestward from the Black Hills 
(Pipiringos, 1968). Pipiringos and O'Sullivan (1978) stated 
that the J-5 unconformity is through much of the middle 
and southern Western Interior, and they believed that where 
the Windy Hill is absent the unconformity separates the 
Morrison or Ralston Creek Formations from older units.

In areas of the Powder River Basin where the Windy 
Hill Sandstone is absent, as in the Bighorn Mountains
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(Imlay, 1980), physical evidence to support an uncon 
formity between the Morrison Formation and the Redwater 
Shale Member or Swift Formation is weak. Pipiringos and 
O'Sullivan (1978) cited thickness variations (3-234 ft) of 
the Swift as possible evidence of erosional relief at this 
stratigraphic level; however, many geologists (for example, 
Imlay, 1980; Uhlir, 1987a; J.D. Love, U.S. Geological 
Survey retired, oral commun., 1990) doubt the existence of 
an unconformity at this level.

The Windy Hill Sea

After the middle Oxfordian marine regression and 
subsequent J-5 erosion interval, marine water rapidly 
transgressed back into parts of eastern Wyoming and 
western South Dakota. The sediments deposited by this 
final Jurassic marine invasion are named the Windy Hill 
Sandstone Member of the Sundance Formation. Pipiringos 
(1968) included the unit with the Sundance because of its 
marine origin. Prior to formal recognition, the unit was most 
commonly included in the Redwater Shale Member or, in 
areas where the members of the Sundance were not sep 
arated, in the top of the upper part of the Sundance. Because 
of the relative thinness of the member, it is generally 
mapped with the Redwater, upper part of the Sundance, or 
Morrison.

Nearshore Sandy Rocks

Pipiringos (1968) named the Windy Hill for expo 
sures in the vicinity of Windy Hill near the Freezeout 
Mountains in southern Wyoming. The Windy Hill consists 
of thin-bedded, oolitic, calcareous sandstone; glauconite is 
present locally (Specht and Brenner, 1979; Brenner, 1983). 
In southeastern Wyoming the sandstone is orange to buff 
and fine to coarse grained and contains green to gray shale 
partings. In southern and central Wyoming, the sandstone is 
grayish white to brownish gray and very fine to fine grained. 
Calcite, oolites, and fossils increase toward the west. Silica 
in the form of chert, chalcedony, or clear quartz is in this 
unit throughout southeastern Wyoming (Pipiringos, 1957). 
Bedding planes are typically rippled, interference ripples 
being the most common. Outcrops of the Windy Hill 
generally form resistant ledges. Only a few publications 
mention the Windy Hill in the Black Hills (for example, 
Wright, 1971); however, a unit is commonly listed on 
stratigraphic sections in U.S. Geological Survey Bulletins of 
quadrangles that fits the description and stratigraphic level 
of the member. The unit, which is along the whole length of 
the uplift's western flank, is generally described as a yellow, 
calcareous, very fine grained sandstone or siltstone. In the 
northwestern part of the Black Hills, the unit commonly 
contains bedded gypsum, especially near the top. Bergen- 
dahl (1961) described a bed of gypsum 5 ft thick at the top

of the unit that can be traced along strike for about mile and 
a half. In addition, Robinson and others (1964) mentioned 
red and white and light-bluish-gray oolitic chert in the unit 
in beds 1^4- in. thick.

The contact of the Windy Hill with the underlying 
Redwater is sharp and disconformable, but the contact is an 
angular unconformity when considered on a regional scale 
(Pipiringos and O'Sullivan, 1978). The upper contact with 
the Morrison Formation is conformable and gradational and 
locally intertonguing (Pipiringos, 1968; Zeiner, 1974; Pipi 
ringos and O'Sullivan, 1978; Specht and Brenner, 1979; 
Brenner, 1983). The Windy Hill is also known to inter- 
tongue laterally with the Morrison in some areas (Pipi 
ringos, 1957, 1968). Hence, the Windy Hill and basal 
Morrison are time-stratigraphic equivalents. This fact 
makes the Windy Hill more closely associated with the 
Morrison than with the Sundance, and some geologists 
suggest that the Windy Hill should be removed as a member 
of the Sundance and either defined as a separate formation 
or made a member of the Morrison.

The unit in the Black Hills that is probably equivalent 
to the Windy Hill thins toward the north. It is 10-14 ft thick 
in the southern part of the uplift (Brobst, 1961; Epstein, 
1961), and 2-7 ft thick in the northwestern part (Bergendahl 
and others, 1961; Robinson and others, 1964). Robinson 
and others (1964) stated that the unit can be as thick as 
30 ft. In the southern part of Wyoming, the Windy Hill thins 
toward the northwest from 57 to 5 ft (Pipiringos, 1968). In 
the northern end of the Laramie Range, it is 4-20 ft thick 
(Pipiringos and O'Sullivan, 1976). To the south, the Windy 
Hill crops out in the Colorado Front Range to about the 
latitude of Loveland. The member extends west of the 
Powder River Basin into northern Utah. Imlay (1980) 
reported that the Windy Hill is not present in the Bighorn 
Mountains; the member probably grades by facies change 
into the basal part of the Morrison.

Imlay (1980) cited middle Oxfordian as the age of the 
Windy Hill.

The Windy Hill is a shallow marine unit representing 
a separate and distinct marine invasion, and it was probably 
deposited under mostly regressive conditions (Specht and 
Brenner, 1979; Imlay, 1980). The gypsum reported near the 
top of the member in some areas probably represents the 
final deposits of the sea. The source area for much of the 
Windy Hill was probably in or near the Ancestral Rocky 
Mountains. The gypsum and chert beds reported in the 
member in the northwestern part of the Black Hills and local 
eolian characteristics observed by J.E. Fox (oral commun., 
1989) and T.S. Ahlbrandt (oral commun., 1989) at several 
outcrops of the unit along the western flank of the uplift 
indicate that in this area the Windy Hill was probably 
deposited in an environment different from the shallow- 
marine setting in southern Wyoming.
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Late Jurassic Alluvial Plain

The retreat of the Windy Hill sea marked the end of 
the great Jurassic seaways in the Western Interior. As the 
Windy Hill sea withdrew, a vast expanse of sea floor was 
exposed that was then rapidly covered by alluvial 
sediments, now represented by the Morrison Formation, that 
spread from west to east (Brenner, 1983; Kocurek and Dott, 
1983). For a time, alluvial sediments were being deposited 
in the west while marine sediments were still being 
deposited in the east (Downs, 1949; Zeiner, 1974).

Continental Muddy Rocks

The Morriiou crops out throughout the Western 
Interior from southern Canada to central New Mexico and 
from central Utah eastward to the Great Plains (Peterson, 
1957a). Winslow and Heller (1987) reported the total area 
of Morrison deposition to exceed 617,600 mi2. The Morri- 
son's content of dinosaur bones (for example, Dinosaur 
National Monument) and uranium deposits (for example, 
Colorado Plateau) make it one of the most well known 
nonmarine formations in the United States. Eldridge (1896) 
gave the name Morrison Formation to the nonmarine rocks 
at the top of the Jurassic section near Morrison, Colorado. In 
the area of the Powder River Basin, the Morrison is defined 
as all of the Jurassic nonmarine rocks above the Sundance 
Formation.

In the area of the Powder River Basin, the Morrison 
generally is a fining-upward sequence composed of dull, 
variegated, gray, green, and red argillaceous rocks; some 
sandstone and limestone are in the lower part. Banding in 
the lower part of the formation is the result of alternating red 
and gray argillaceous rocks; the upper part of the formation 
contains mostly gray and green argillaceous rocks. The 
Morrison can generally be divided, independent of specific 
lithology, into a lower calcareous part and an upper noncal- 
careous part. The two parts are of variable thickness but are 
separated by a relatively sharp contact. The heavy mine al 
content of sandstone in the Morrison was studied by Mirsky 
(1961), Chisholm (1963), Mapel and others (1964), and 
Gott and others (1974). The most abundant heavy minerals 
are well-rounded zircon and tourmaline; 5-30 percent 
garnet is present. Chisholm (1963) noted the presence of 
two suites: a zircon-tourmaline suite in the lower part of the 
Morrison (95 percent well-rounded zircon and tourmaline 
and a minor amount of etched garnet that increases upward) 
and a garnet suite in the upper part of the Morrison (60 
percent well-rounded zircon and tourmaline and 30 percent 
etched garnet).

The Morrison contains a variety of freshwater fauna 
including gastropods (such as Viviparus reesidei and Ampli- 
valvata sp.) and ostracodes (such as Theriosynoecum wyo- 
mingensis and Darwinula sp.). Calcareous fossils are 
generally only in the calcareous lower part of the formation.

Evidence of green algae in the form of charophytes (such as 
Latochara latitmncata and Praechara valuta) also is pres 
ent. Watenvorn bone and teeth fragments (mostly reptilian), 
polished pebbles interpreted by some workers to be gastro- 
liths, and fragments of petrified wood are common (Tank, 
1955; Sohn, 1958; Moberly, 1960; Szigeti and Fox, 1981).

In the Black Hills, the Morrison contains a basal 
eolian facies named the Unkpapa Sandstone Member that is 
discussed in detail in the following section. The main body 
of the Morrison in the Black Hills consists of gray, green, 
red, or purple mudstone, claystone, and siltstone. Where the 
Morrison is thickest, dark-gray argillaceous rocks are near 
the top of the formation. Locally, sandstone and limestone 
are in the lower part of the formation. The sandstone is light 
gray, calcareous, very fine grained, and commonly ripple 
laminated or cross-stratified and generally forms in lentic 
ular bodies as thick as 10 ft. Sandstone bodies in the 
Morrison produce oil and gas in the Lance Creek field in the 
southern part of the Powder River Basin. The limestone is 
light gray, argillaceous, and microcrystalline and is present 
as nodules or as discontinuous beds from a few inches to as 
much as 4 ft thick. Robinson and others (1964) described a 
particularly persistent bed of ledge-forming, wavy- 
laminated, sandy limestone near the base of the Morrison 
throughout the northwestern part of the Black Hills. In 
addition, chert and barite nodules are in the uppermost part 
of the formation. Tank (1956) studied the clay minerals in 
the Morrison of the Black Hills and reported that the 
dominant minerals are illite and kaolinite; montmorillonite 
is rare.

The Morrison in the northern Laramie Range is 
similar to that in the Black Hills. In addition to the colors 
described in the Black Hills, lighter hues such as buff, 
cream, or yellow have been noted. Argillaceous rocks in the 
formation, generally referred to as shale, are more sandy 
than those in the Black Hills. Gray, calcareous, very fine to 
fine grained, lenticular sandstone bodies and thin, lenticular 
beds of gray, microcrystalline limestone locally are in the 
lower part of the formation (Love, 1958). Love described 
the local occurrence of thin-bedded, cherty limestone near 
the top of the formation.

In the southern Bighorn Mountains, Mirsky (1962a) 
stated that green mudstone is the most common rock type in 
the Morrison. Gray and red argillaceous rocks are also 
present, and dark-gray shale is near the top of the formation. 
MacClintook (1957) described this shale unit as 5-30 ft 
thick and containing local lignitic beds and layers of white 
analcime oolites. Mirsky also reported that very fine to 
medium-grained, thin-bedded, tabular sandstone bodies 
5-10 ft thick grade laterally into mudstone in the lower part 
of the formation; very fine to coarse grained, locally 
conglomeratic, cross-stratified, lenticular bodies that 
average 15 ft thick and have sharp, erosional bases are near 
the middle of the formation. The Morrison also contains
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minor limestone beds in the lower half of the formation that 
grade laterally into calcareous mudstone. This description 
of the Morrison in the southern Bighorn Mountains is 
similar to less detailed descriptions of the formation along 
the entire eastern flank of the mountains north into 
Montana.

The Morrison conformably overlies the Redwater or 
Swift or, where present, the Windy Hill. Where the Red- 
water or Swift underlies the Morrison, the contrast between 
fissile, glauconitic shale in the Redwater or Swift and 
blocky nonglauconitic mudstone in the Morrison is con 
spicuous. The contact between the Morrison and underlying 
units is relatively easy to pick and is generally described as 
sharp and conformable. Moberly (1960) reported, however, 
that in the northern Bighorn Basin the contact is somewhat 
erosional, and glauconite of the Sundance has worked up 
several inches into the basal beds of the Morrison. Downs 
(1949) and Mirsky (1962a) reported similar situations 
locally on the eastern side of the Bighorn Mountains. 
Spelman (1959) described a location in the northern 
Laramie Range where a channel sandstone in the Morrison 
cuts down into the Sundance. Where the main body of the 
Morrison overlies the Unkpapa, the contact can be 
conformable and gradational or unconformable and sharp.

The Morrison is overlain by the Cretaceous Lakota 
Formation in the Black Hills and by the Cretaceous Clo- 
verly Formation in eastern Wyoming and southern 
Montana. This contact can be more difficult to pick than the 
lower contact. In the area of the Powder River Basin, the 
contact can be subtle and appear conformable where fine 
grained rocks (commonly carbonaceous) in the Lakota or 
Cloverly overlie the Morrison. The contact is sharp and 
erosional, however, where coarse-grained or conglomeratic, 
noncalcareous channel deposits of the Lakota or Cloverly 
have cut down through the fine-grained rocks in either 
formation and into the Morrison. Whether appearing 
conformable or erosional, the contact probably represents a 
disconformity.

In the Black Hills, Waage (1959) suggested placing 
the upper contact of the Morrison at the base of the lowest 
carbonaceous rock unit (basal deposit of the Chilson 
Member of the Lakota Formation) or, when this rock type is 
missing, at the base of the lowest conglomeratic sandstone 
(a conglomeratic sandstone in the Lakota). If both of these 
rock types are missing, the contact is placed at the top of the 
highest calcareous rock unit (uppermost Morrison). In 
central Wyoming, Love and others (1945) separated the 
Morrison from the overlying Cloverly based on the 
characteristics of sandstones. They observed that sandstone 
in the Morrison is generally dull and earthy and contains no 
conglomerate, whereas sandstone in the Cloverly is sparkly 
and clean and contains chert-pebble conglomerate. In the 
northern Bighorn Basin, Moberly (1960) suggested placing 
the contact at the base of the lowest bentonitic rock unit

(Little Sheep Mudstone Member of the Cloverly) or, where 
this rock type is missing, at the base of the lowest 
conglomerate (Pryor Conglomerate Member of the Cloverly 
or a conglomeratic sandstone in the Little Sheep). Carbona 
ceous shale is commonly described at the top of the 
Morrison and in the base of the Lakota and Cloverly. If it is 
true that all three formations can contain carbonaceous shale 
at this stratigraphic level, then a dark shale on dark shale 
contact is possible. Thus, discrepancies probably exist in the 
literature concerning the correct placement of this contact 
because dark shale observed near the contact might be in the 
top of the Morrison, in the base of the overlying formation, 
or both. The contact between the Morrison and overlying 
formations can also be picked based on heavy mineral 
content; garnet, common in the Morrison, decreases in the 
overlying formations. In addition, ostracodes and charo- 
phytes can be used as a guide where they are present (Sohn, 
1958).

In general, the Morrison forms a clastic wedge that 
thins toward the east from as much as 800 ft in northeastern 
Utah (Imlay, 1980) to a zero edge in the subsurface of 
western Kansas (Winslow and Heller, 1987) and western 
North and South Dakota (Anna, 1986). The formation also 
thins toward the north in Montana. The Morrison is known 
to be thicker in Late Jurassic basinal structures (Peterson, 
1957a). Original thicknesses of the Morrison are difficult to 
determine because of uneven erosional beveling by the 
overlying Lakota or Cloverly. As a result of this beveling, 
the thickness of the Morrison changes abruptly over relative 
short distances. In Wyoming and western South Dakota, the 
Morrison generally is 125-370 ft thick (Imlay, 1980). 
Szigeti and Fox (1981) reported that the formation has an 
average thickness of 100 ft in the Black Hills (less where the 
Unkpapa is present), and Mapel and Gott (1959) reported 
thicknesses of 70-120 ft; Tank (1955), however, reported a 
maximum thickness of 223 ft. On the southeastern side of 
the Black Hills, the Morrison can be totally represented by 
the Unkpapa. In the southern Powder River Basin, Love 
(1958) reported that the Morrison is 150-220 ft thick, but 
Faulkner (1950) reported that it is 264 ft thick southwest of 
Casper, Wyoming, in the northern Laramie Range. In the 
southeastern Bighorn Mountains, MacClintook (1957) 
reported that the Morrison is about 195 ft thick, and Mirsky 
(1962b) reported that it is 182-249 ft thick. Richards (1955) 
reported that it is 283 ft thick in the northern Bighorn 
Mountains north of the Montana-Wyoming State line; this 
value is the greatest reported thickness for the formation in 
the area of the Powder River Basin.

Figure 19 is an isopach map of Morrison deposits in 
the subsurface of the Wyoming part of the Powder River 
Basin (I.E. Fox, unpub. data base, 1990); thicknesses are 
60-210 ft. A zone of thin Morrison deposits trends north 
west through the southern and central parts of the basin and 
veers to the northeast just north of Gillette, Wyoming. The 
patterns observed in this map result from the erosional
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Figure 19. Isopach map of Morrison Formation in Wyoming 
part of Powder River Basin. Contour interval 20 ft. Modified 
from J.E. Fox (unpub. data base, 1990).

contact between the Morrison and the overlying Cretaceous 
rocks; the Morrison is thin where overlying Lakota or 
Cloverly fluvial channels have eroded the deepest. Thus, the 
observed patterns probably represent fluvial trends during 
earliest Cretaceous time.

The well-known members of the Morrison in the 
Colorado Plateau (for example, Salt Wash and Brushy 
Basin Members) have not been recognized north of western 
Colorado and Utah. However, based on the presence of the 
ostracode Theriosynoecum wyomingensis in the lower and 
middle part of the Morrison in the Black Hills, Sohn and 
Peck (1963) considered this part of the Morrison in this area 
to be a time-stratigraphic equivalent of the Salt Wash.

Deposition of the Morrison in the southern part of the 
Western Interior might have begun as early as the early 
Oxfordian and in the northern part of the Western Interior as 
late as the Kimmeridgian (Imlay, 1980). In the area of the 
Powder River Basin, deposition on the J-5 erosion surface

probably began in the late Oxfordian, and this time interval 
is represented in the Windy Hill or, where the Windy Hill is 
absent, in the deposits and minor unconformities in the 
lowest part of the Morrison (Brenner, 1983). Most of the 
Morrison probably is Kimmeridgian in age, although the 
upper part of the formation might extend into the Tithonian 
in some areas (Imlay, 1980).

During the Late Jurassic, increased tectonic activity 
associated with the Elko orogeny (Thorman and others, 
1990) resulted in significant uplifts on the western edge of 
the Western Interior in Utah, Nevada, and Idaho and the 
development of a broad foreland basin to the east (fig. 20). 
The depositional axis of this basin shifted eastward during 
the Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous (Kvale and Vondra, 
1985). Uplifts on the western side of the basin provided a 
steady and abundant supply of siliciclastic sediments for 
distribution down a broad paleoslope that dipped gently to 
the northeast (Brenner, 1983; Kocurek and Dott, 1983; 
Winslow and Heller, 1987). The low dip of the Morrison 
paleoslope is indicated by the predominance of fine-grained 
rocks and by fluvial environments associated with high- 
sinuosity streams. The direction of the paleoslope is 
supported by paleocurrent data. Evidence indicates that the 
Morrison was deposited on a relatively featureless surface. 
The initial eastward progradation of Morrison sediments 
occurred rapidly because almost no erosion occurred at the 
base of the formation; however, following the initial pro- 
gradation, the remainder of the Morrison was deposited 
more slowly under stable tectonic conditions despite the 
active tectonism that was occurring to the west in the source 
area. One of the remarkable features of Morrison deposition 
is the vast expanse over which similar depositional 
conditions persisted.

The depositional environments of the Morrison 
include fluvial, with all the associated subfacies (channel, 
levee, crevasse splay, floodplain, and so on), lacustrine, and, 
in Montana, peat swamps. In the southern Bighorn Moun 
tains, Mirsky (1962a) interpreted the tabular sandstone 
bodies in the Morrison to represent overbank-sandstone 
deposits such as crevasse splays and the lenticular sandstone 
bodies to represent channel deposits. According to Moberly 
(1960), gray and green argillaceous rocks of the Morrison 
were deposited in reducing environments such as shallow 
stagnant lakes and ponds, and reddish-brown argillaceous 
rocks were deposited in oxidizing environments such as 
levees and floodplains. Limestone in the lower part of the 
Morrison represents accumulation in shallow flood-basin 
lakes, some of which were at least mildly alkaline (Weiss 
and Wenden, 1965). Where the Windy Hill is present, rocks 
in the lowermost part of the Morrison were probably 
deposited in a paralic environment marginal to the retreating 
Jurassic seaway (see Kvale and Vondra, 1985). In the 
Colorado Plateau, the Morrison contains rocks that can be 
linked to volcanism to the west and southwest (Stokes, 
1944; Owen and others, 1989). For the most part, such
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Figure 20. Approximate maximum areal extent of Morrison 
foreland basin in Western Interior. Modified from Winslow 
and Heller (1987).

evidence is lacking in Morrison rocks in the area of the 
Powder River Basin. Mirsky (1962a) and Winslow and 
Heller (1987) pointed out, however, that smectite is the 
dominant clay mineral in the upper part of the Morrison in 
the area of the Bighorn Basin; they attributed the smectite to 
the diagenetic alteration of volcanic ash. Mirsky (1962a) 
reported that some of the mudstone in the upper part of the 
Morrison in the southern Bighorn Mountains is bentonitic 
and probably also is an alteration product of volcanic 
material. In addition, MacClintook (1957) and Douglass 
(1984) in this same area described local beds of chalcedony 
and layers of analcime oolites in the upper part of the 
Morrison that might also have resulted from the alteration of 
volcanic material. In the Black Hills, beds of bluish-black 
chalcedony are in the Morrison, and a volcanic source for 
this silica has been postulated (Tank, 1955). The absence of 
significant quantities of volcanic debris in Morrison 
deposits and the absence of widespread fluvial sandstone 
bodies probably account for the lack of uranium miner 
alization in the formation in this part of the Western Interior. 

The lower part of the Morrison was probably 
deposited under warm, arid to semiarid conditions; evapo- 
rites in the upper part of the Windy Hill and an eolian facies 
represented by the Unkpapa support this conclusion. The 
upper part of the Morrison, which contains mostly flood- 
plain and lacustrine facies, was possibly deposited under

cooler, more humid conditions. This climate change may be 
reflected in the division of the Morrison into a lower 
calcareous part and an upper noncalcareous part. A climate 
change during Morrison time is supported by Kocurek and 
Dott (1983), who pointed out that increased northward drift 
of the North American plate in the Late Jurassic gradually 
moved the Western Interior into higher latitudes.

Winslow and Heller (1987) showed that Morrison 
streams in the Bighorn Basin flowed toward the east- 
northeast. In the same basin, Moberly (1960) reported a 
similar average direction but stated that values vary from 
north to south. In the southern Bighorn Mountains, Mirsky 
(1962a) reported that paleocurrent directions were toward 
the east, consistent with measurements I obtained along the 
eastern flank of the mountains.

A western source for most Morrison sediments is 
indicated by fluvial paleocurrent data and is suggested by 
both regional thickening of the formation and an increase in 
the amount of sand in the formation toward the west. The 
mineralogy and clast composition indicate that the source 
area consisted mostly of sedimentary rocks. This conclusion 
is supported by the abundance of illite in the argillaceous 
rocks of the Morrison that presumably was weathered from 
marine shale. Further evidence of a sedimentary source is 
provided by the abundance of well-rounded zircon and 
tourmaline in the heavy-mineral fraction of sandstones in 
the Morrison (Moberly, 1960; Chisholm, 1963). The exis 
tence of some plutonic rocks in the source area is indicated 
by the presence of garnet; small amounts of augite, horn 
blende, hypersthene, biotite, and apatite might indicate 
minor volcanism in the source area (Chisholm, 1963). As 
pointed out by Kvale and Vondra (1985), some amount of 
sediments undoubtedly came from the craton east of the 
Morrison foreland basin.

Eolian Sandy Rocks

Following the withdrawal of the Windy Hill sea, large 
bodies of eolian sand accumulated locally on the freshly 
exposed marine surface. These bodies are now represented 
by eolianites in the basal part of the Morrison Formation. 
This facies is best developed on the eastern and southeastern 
flanks of the Black Hills, where the eolianites thicken at the 
expense of the main part of the Morrison and locally 
constitute the total thickness of the formation. Darton 
(1899) named these deposits the Unkpapa Sandstone and, 
because he considered them older than the Morrison, gave 
the unit formational status. Reeside (in Yen, 1952), Sacrison 
(1958), and Szigeti and Fox (1981) demonstrated, however, 
that the Unkpapa Sandstone is a contemporaneous facies of 
the main body of the Morrison, and Szigeti and Fox (1981) 
recommended lowering its status to that of a member of 
the Morrison. Based on the established relation between 
these two units, I consider the Unkpapa a member of the 
Morrison.
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The Unkpapa is composed of massive, friable, very 
fine to fine grained, well to poorly sorted, quartzose 
sandstone that contains some feldspar. Grains are subangu- 
lar to subrounded and commonly frosted. Heavy minerals 
include well-rounded zircon, tourmaline, garnet, and leu- 
coxene (Sacrison, 1958). On fresh surfaces the sandstone is 
almost white, but on weathered surfaces it is generally light 
yellow to light brown and in some places mottled or color 
banded red and purple (Liesegang rings). Small-scale 
faulting is particularly well displayed by offsets of these 
color bands. Faint, large-scale, high-angle cross-strati 
fication is present locally, especially near the middle of the 
unit. At several locations, the Unkpapa contains consid 
erable amounts of silt and clay near the top of the deposit 
(Sacrison, 1958; Post, 1967; Wolcott, 1967) that might 
represent a transitional facies into the main body of the 
Morrison.

The Unkpapa lies conformably above the Sundance. 
Where the Unkpapa is overlain by the main body of the 
Morrison, the contact is either conformable and gradational 
or disconformable and sharp with as much as several inches 
of erosional relief. Where carbonaceous rocks of the Lakota 
lie on the Unkpapa, the contact is conformable and grada 
tional; where a fluvial channel in the Lakota has cut down 
into the Unkpapa, the contact is disconformable and sharp 
(Szigeti and Fox, 1981).

In general, the Unkpapa thins to the north and west, 
but the thickness of the unit varies greatly over relatively 
short distances. Szigeti and Fox (1981) reported that where 
the Unkpapa is thick the overlying main part of the 
Morrison tends to be thin. Wolcott (1967) stated that where 
the Morrison contains unusually thick Unkpapa, the for 
mation can be two to three times as thick as nearby sections 
that do not contain Unkpapa. The maximum exposed 
thickness of the Unkpapa is 267 ft, but the unit is as thick as 
300 ft in the subsurface (Szigeti and Fox, 1981).

Numerous isolated sandstone bodies have been 
described in the basal part of the Morrison in areas of the 
Black Hills north of the Unkpapa zero edge (Tank, 1955; 
Sacrison, 1958). Some of these bodies are as thick as 150 ft 
(Mapel and Pillmore, 1963a). The descriptions of these 
rocks commonly match the description of the Unkpapa, and 
the sandstone bodies are probably lithostratigraphic equiva 
lents. Some isolated sandstone bodies in the basal part of the 
Morrison in central Wyoming (fig. 21) are also interpreted 
to be eolianites (Douglass, 1984; Uhlir, 1986; Uhlir, 1987a; 
Weed and Vondra, 1987) and probably are age equivalent to 
the Unkpapa of the Black Hills.

The Unkpapa has long been interpreted as an eolian 
deposit. Szigeti and Fox (1981) based their eolian inter 
pretation partly on the occurrence of eolian-type cross- 
stratification, lack of fossils and bioturbation, and the 
presence of frosted grains. The existence of discontinuous 
dune fields in this region of the Western Interior during 
Unkpapa time is consistent with the arid climate postulated

Figure 21. Eolian facies in lower part of the Morrison 
Formation, southeastern Bighorn Mountains. Hammer for 
scale.

for this time by Stokes (1944, 1950), Peterson (1972), and 
Kocurek and Dott (1983). Kocurek and Dott (1983) 
believed that the Unkpapa may represent the final expres 
sion of the great period of erg development that dominated 
the southern Western Interior earlier in the Jurassic. 
Deposits in central Wyoming equivalent to the Unkpapa 
Sandstone are interpreted to be eolianites based on eolian- 
type cross-stratification and the presence of nonmarine 
ichnofauna (Weed and Vondra, 1987).

In the Black Hills, rocks of the main part of the 
Morrison that lie stratigraphically adjacent to the Unkpapa 
consist of both fluvial and lacustrine deposits that accumu 
lated in interdune areas. In the late part of Morrison time, 
increased vegetation resulting from the change to a more 
humid climate stabilized the Unkpapa dunes, and fluvial 
deposits of the main part of the Morrison overlapped the 
stabilized dunes in all but a few areas (Szigeti and Fox, 
1981; Fox and Dandavati, 1982). In contrast to this model, 
Sacrison (1958) speculated that most of the main part of the 
Morrison stratigraphically adjacent to the Unkpapa was 
deposited under lacustrine conditions; most of the Unkpapa 
thus represents backshore-dune deposits, but some of the 
sand might have accumulated on lacustrine beaches or in the 
shallow-water margins of lakes. Blakey and others (1988) 
also postulated a lacustrine origin for the main part of the 
Morrison and suggested that regional subsidence caused the 
lacustrine deposits to transgress over the top of the asso 
ciated dunes.

Uhlir (1987) and Weed and Vondra (1987) reported 
northward paleocurrent directions for the eolianites in 
central Wyoming. In the Bighorn Basin, Winslow and 
Heller (1987) showed that paleocurrent direction were to the 
west, but Douglass (1984) showed a northwest direction in 
the southern part of the basin. In the southern Bighorn 
Mountains I obtained northeastward measurements. This 
discrepancy might be explained by F. Peterson (1988), who
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stated that in the Wyoming-South Dakota part of the 
Western Interior paleocurrent measurements from these 
deposits are too variable to show a consistent trend.

The source of the sand in the Unkpapa was probably 
sedimentary rocks exposed in minor positive structural 
elements to the east and southeast of the Black Hills beyond 
the Morrison zero edge. The heavy mineral content of the 
Unkpapa reported by Sacrison (1958) supports a sedi 
mentary rock source. Szigeti and Fox (1981) thought that 
the source was sandstone in the lower part of the Sundance 
exposed along the Chadron Arch southeast of the Black 
Hills in northwestern Nebraska. Presumably sand weathered 
from these exposures was either blown north and deposited 
as a linear belt of dunes extending from the source area to 
the Black Hills (Fox and Dandavati, 1981) or was trans 
ported north by streams and subsequently reworked by 
eolian processes (F. Peterson, 1988). Peterson also sug 
gested a more detailed variation of this history. He postu 
lated that, near the end of Sundance time, sand from 
Nebraska was fluvially transported northwestward to the 
edge of the Windy Hill sea and then distributed northward 
by longshore drift. The sand was then blown eastward by a 
west wind either directly from the beach of the Windy Hill 
sea or later, following lithification and the withdrawal of the 
sea, from eroded sandstone of the Windy Hill. In either case, 
the concentration of sand in the Unkpapa on the eastern and 
southeastern sides of the Black Hills might have resulted 
from a wind-shadow effect created .by a west wind and an 
incipient Black Hills uplift. Uhlir (1986) and Weed and 
Vondra (1987) suggested that the sand in the eolianites of 
central Wyoming was derived from sandstone of the Windy 
Hill exposed in adjacent positive structural elements that 
were the precursor of. later Laramide uplifts. They postu 
lated that the sand accumulated on the downwind northern 
sides of these uplifts.

Contact of the Jurassic and Cretaceous 
Systems

The contact separating the Jurassic and Cretaceous 
Systems in the Powder River Basin has traditionally been 
placed between the Morrison and overlying Lakota or 
Cleverly. Most workers agree that a disconformity exists at 
this contact, and debate has focused on the duration of this 
hiatus. Based on the youngest reported age of the Morrison 
and the oldest reported age for an overlying formation 
(Ephraim Conglomerate), Pipiringos and O'Sullivan (1978) 
estimated that the disconformity represents about three 
million years.

In the Bighorn Basin, Winslow and Heller (1987) 
pointed out that the Morrison and overlying Cloverly were 
deposited by the same fluvial system. The observable 
differences between these two formations represent a 
relatively rapid change from meandering- to braided-stream

deposition probably resulting from increased tectonic 
activity associated with the Sevier orogeny. This relation 
was recognized by many earlier workers, and the two 
formations are commonly mapped as a single unit (for 
example, Love and Christiansen, 1985). Winslow and 
Heller (1987) reported that a disconformity does separate 
the two formations, but that a single, widespread surface 
either does not exist or cannot be identified. Because similar 
disconformities exist in both the Morrison and Cloverly at 
the bases of fluvial channels and as weathered horizons 
within overbank sequences, the Morrison-Cloverly dis 
conformity might be of minor significance.

TECTONIC INFLUENCE ON 
SEDIMENTATION

The area of the Powder River Basin is included in 
maps of regional lineaments published by Slack (1981), 
Maughan (1983), Marrs and Raines (1984), and Anna 
(1986). If one superimposes all of these trends onto one 
map, it is apparent that there is a line to match any 
stratigraphic or structural feature, and thus the usefulness of 
these lineament maps must be questioned. It is apparent, 
however, that two sets of lineaments are present northwest 
trending and northeast trending. As observed on isopach 
maps of deposits of the lower part of the Sundance, upper 
part of the Sundance, and Morrison (figs. 11, 18, 19), zones 
of thick and thin deposits most commonly trend in one of 
these two directions.

Peterson (1957b), using regional thickness trends of 
various Jurassic units, established that incipient negative 
and positive structures existed during the Jurassic in the 
approximate positions of Laramide basins and uplifts (also 
see Mirsky, 1962a).

The northeast-trending Sheridan Arch, postulated to 
have existed in northeastern Wyoming during part of the 
Jurassic, can be identified on isopach maps of Jurassic rocks 
in the Wyoming part of the Powder River Basin as a linear 
trend of thin deposits. The best indication of this structure is 
in the northwestern part of the map of deposits of the lower 
part of the Sundance (fig. 11). Less impressive evidence of 
the structure is in the northwestern corner of the map of 
deposits of the upper part of the Sundance (fig. 18), and the 
zone of thick Morrison deposits observed in the northern 
part of the isopach map of that formation (fig. 19) might 
indicate that the Sheridan Arch served as a drainage divide 
during deposition of fluvial deposits in the Cloverly.

The existence of the Sheridan Arch as a submerged 
barrier during Sundance time (Peterson, 1954a, 1957b, 
1958) is supported by the following observations.

1. The position of the Sheridan Arch probably 
limited the southern extension of the Bajocian Gypsum 
Springs sea because no deposits of this event have been 
found south of the structure.
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2. The Piper Formation, representing the first 
deposits of the Bathonian-Callovian early Sundance sea, has 
not been found south of the Sheridan Arch.

3. The more oolitic nature of some marine units in 
the lower part of the Sundance and in the Rierdon For 
mations in the vicinity of the Sheridan Arch indicates 
shoaling conditions.

4. The 50-percent sand line for deposits of the early 
Sundance sea rarely extends north of the Sheridan Arch, 
indicating that the structure served as an effective barrier to 
the northward migration of sand.

5. Shale in the Rierdon north of the Sheridan Arch 
is very calcareous, whereas equivalent shale in the lower 
part of the Sundance south of the structure is only mildly 
calcareous. The Sheridan Arch might have separated two 
separate systems of marine circulation and thus two separate 
temperature regimes.

6. The Sheridan Arch separates two ostracode bio- 
facies deposits in deposits of the early Sundance sea.

7. Limitation of deposits of the Lak Member of the 
Sundance to areas south of the Sheridan Arch indicates that 
a shallow-water or terrestrial environment existed south of 
the structure.

It is interesting to note that descriptions of Jurassic 
marine rocks change from typical Sundance to typical Ellis 
Group at about the position of the Sheridan Arch. The big 
question is was the Sheridan Arch ever exposed above sea 
level during the Middle or Late Jurassic?

The Bell Fourche Arch of Slack (1981) and the 
Gillette High shown in the isopach maps of deposits of the 
lower and upper parts of the Sundance (figs. 11, 18) might 
be one and the same. Moreover, the Bell Fourche Arch is in 
the approximate position of a northeast-trending zone of 
thick Morrison Formation rocks (fig. 19), and the structure 
might have served as a drainage divide during deposition of 
fluvial deposits in the Lakota Formation. On the isopach 
map of deposits of the lower part of the Sundance (fig. 11) 
the broad, northeast-trending zone of thin deposits, the Pine 
Tree Arch, is in the southern part of the Powder River 
Basin. The significance of this structure and its effect on 
Jurassic sedimentation remains unstudied.

The existence of positive relief on the Late Jurassic 
surface of central Wyoming upon which the Morrison was 
deposited has been reported by Uhlir (1987b). Uhlir 
observed that black chert clasts contained in some bio- 
sparites in the uppermost Sundance decrease in percentage 
and grain size away from Laramide uplifts. He also 
observed that paleocurrent directions obtained from eolian- 
ites in the base of the Morrison are toward the north and that 
these eolianites are commonly concentrated on the northern 
side of Laramide uplifts. Uhlir believed that this evidence 
indicates that positive relief existed on the pre-Morrison 
surface and that these elements were precursors of Laramide 
structures (also see Brobst, 1961).

Patterns of thick and thin Morrison deposits shown on 
the isopach map of that formation (fig. 19) reflect the 
position of intense fluvial erosion associated with the 
overlying Lakota and Cloverly Formations. The main zone 
of thin Morrison trends northwest, parallel with the axis of 
the modern Powder River Basin. If this zone was the result 
of earliest Cretaceous fluvial erosion, an incipient basin 
might be indicated.

SUMMARY

1. During the Early Jurassic, the area of the Powder 
River Basin was most likely above sea level and subjected 
to extensive erosion. This erosional event is now repre 
sented by the J-l unconformity, which separates Triassic 
rocks from Jurassic rocks. Mild tectonism is indicated by a 
regional discordance between these two systems. Southwest 
of the Powder River Basin, the eolian Nugget Sandstone 
was being deposited.

2. Starting in the early Bajocian, the Gypsum 
Spring sea advanced across parts of the J-l surface, and the 
northern and central parts of the Powder River Basin were 
part of an irregularly shaped, shallow marine sea. During 
the early and middle Bajocian, deposits of the Gypsum 
Spring Formation accumulated in this area of the basin, and 
similar deposits of the Nesson Formation accumulated to 
the north in the Williston Basin.

3. The Gypsum Spring sea regressed out of the area 
of the Powder River Basin in the early middle or middle 
middle Bajocian, and a period of erosion followed that is 
now represented by the J-2 unconformity. A regional 
discordance at this level indicates that mild tectonism also 
occurred.

4. A major marine invasion began in the late middle 
Bajocian but in the area of this report reached only as far 
south as the northern part of the Powder River Basin. 
Deposits of this sea, known as the early Sundance sea, are 
in the Piper Formation in the Montana part of the basin. 
Eolian sediments accumulated in the southern part of the 
basin that were later incorporated into the lower part of the 
Canyon Springs Sandstone Member of the Sundance 
Formation.

5. In the late Bathonian, renewed transgression 
moved the early Sundance sea across the J-2 unconformity 
into the central and southern parts of the Powder River 
Basin and beyond. Transgressive deposits of this sea are in 
the upper part of the Canyon Springs Sandstone and lower 
part of the Stockade Beaver Shale Members of the Sun- 
dance. In the Montana part of the basin, equivalent deposits 
are in the lower part of the Rierdon Formation.

6. In the latest Bathonian, the early Sundance sea 
began to regress out of the southern and central Powder 
River Basin, and, by the middle Callovian, the sea had 
completely withdrawn. Regressive deposits in the upper 
part of the Stockade Beaver Shale and Hulett Sandstone
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Members of the Sundance accumulated. The final regres 
sive deposits are in the nonmarine(?) Lak Member of the 
Sundance. Open-marine strata equivalent to the Stockade 
Beaver and Hulett in the northern part of the basin are in the 
middle and upper parts of the Rierdon.

7. In the late middle to early late Callovian, marine 
waters transgressed into the central and southern Powder 
River Basin across the Lak and created the Pine Butte sea. 
In this area of the basin, deposits of this sea are in the Pine 
Butte Sandstone Member of the Sundance.

8. In the late Callovian, a major regression removed 
the Pine Butte sea from the region, and a subsequent period 
of erosion created the J-4 unconformity that separates the 
lower part of the Sundance from the upper part. In the 
Montana part of the Powder River Basin the unconformity 
separates the Rierdon from the overlying Swift Formation. 
Mild tectonism is indicated by angular discordance at this 
level.

9. In the early Oxfordian, another major marine 
invasion moved marine water back into the area of the 
Powder River Basin, forming the late Sundance sea. Trans- 
gressive deposits of this sea are in the lower part of the 
Redwater Shale Member of the Sundance. In the Montana 
part of the basin, deposits of the late Sundance sea are in the 
Swift Formation.

10. Beginning in the late early Oxfordian, the late 
Sundance sea began regressing out of the area of the Powder 
River Basin. Deposits representing this regression are in the 
upper part of the Redwater.

11. By the middle Oxfordian, the late Sundance sea 
had withdrawn from the southern and central parts of the 
Powder River Basin; the ensuing erosion event resulted in 
the J-5 unconformity.

12. Later in the middle Oxfordian, a final marine 
invasion moved marine water back into the area of the 
southern and central parts of the Powder River Basin in the 
form of the Windy Hill sea. Deposits of this event are in the 
Windy Hill Sandstone Member of the Sundance.

13. At the beginning of the late Oxfordian, a rapid 
regression removed the Windy Hill sea from the area of the 
Powder River Basin.

14. Beginning in the Kimmeridgian or possibly 
earlier, nonmarine deposits, now in the Morrison Forma 
tion, prograded from the west over exposed marine deposits. 
This deposition continued through the Kimmeridgian and 
possible into the Tithonian.

15. At the close of the Jurassic, deposition of 
nonmarine rocks continued in the area of the Powder River 
Basin but under different fluvial conditions and supplied by 
a different source area. Rocks of Cretaceous age, repre 
senting the latter part of this nonmarine period, are in the 
Cloverly Formation on the western side of the basin and in 
the Lakota Formation on the eastern side of the basin. An 
erosion event of undetermined duration might have 
occurred between these two systems.
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